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the contribution of our Southern African

community to the performing arts in Israel.
But the evening was more then that. It

conveyed the message that whatever the

political players on all sides are doing
or not doing, we have to get on with our
lives and ensure that —
"THE SHOW MUST GO ON."

My parting hope is that our show repre
sented a metaphor for an even greater
production, where the cast is not in the
hundreds, but Jews the world over, who all

in their own way, will ensure that during
these extremely difficult limes, "THE
SHOW MUST GO ON". We can take our
cue from one Col. Ilan Ramon. Things
may be tough on the ground, but with "one
of ours in space" Israeli determination
knows no bounds as we reach for the
stars.

David Kaplan
Editor

PLEASE NOTE: The date on the right comer of
your mailing label indicates the dale of your last

payment for Telfed Magazine. If no date appears, we
have not yet received payment from you.

To advertise in Telfed Magazine, phone Lena; |09)744-6110
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N
"THE SHOW MUST CO ON"
Dear Editor

THE

MAIL
WHOSE 15 WHO?

Dear

Editor,

®

Telfed's production was an amazing experi
ence. I thoroughly enjoyed myself. Full marks
for the hope and optimism which was conveyed
and which characterized the entire evening, so

respect to Menahem Yachad's concepts of both

important during these unsettling times. I came

during the Talmudic period, the Golan was not

on aliyah 33 years ago, and have had very little

part of the Israelite tribal territorial allocation

to do with S.A. ever since. It was therefore such

[read Joshua 13-19], therefore his domicile at
Carcom would appear - by his own definition -

an experience to ^'travel down memory lane'^
and the whole cultural programme stirred up
memories, which had long been forgotten.
Hazie Flint, Kochav Yair

Just for the record, and with all due

history and Tanach, I feel I should enlighten
him to the fact that despite a Jewish presence

to be out of line with his indignation.
Barney Wainer, Tel Aviv
D R . N ATA S T U R N S 1 0 0

D e a r E d i t o r,

May I congratulate you and all concerned in

Dear Editor

the production and presentation of last night's

It was with great joy that we read in Telfed's

"Show". It was really something uplifting in

November issue about Dr. Natas still "being at

these days of sadness and depressed emotions. Its
South African content gave a certain nostalgic
atmosphere to an audience with memories of
where they came from, but at the same time
knowing where they are and where they are
going. It was a fitting way also to launch a
fund raising appeal for those that need it and

the crease." He was my first cheder teacher in

for those that are still to come.

Hebrew Seminar in Johannesburg. She recalls

Marvyn Hatchuel, Raanana
[Ed.-These are a sample of the many letters we
received after the show.}

South African Zionist Federation {Israel)
19 Schwartz Street. Ra'anana 43212

tel.: (09)744-6no. fax: (09)744-6112
email: info@lclfed.org.il;

web: www.ielfed.org.il

Muizenberg in 1935.1 have a Pesacli Hagoda,

which I received as a prize and signed by him.
This Hagada, which is much treasured, is still
in use.

Some years later, in the early fifties Dr. Natas
lectured to my wife, Doreen Alexander, at the
one amusing incident. Dr. Natas advocated

teaching without translating {Ivrit b'lvrit). He
wanted to explain the meaning of the word
bolet (conspicuous) so he pointed to his bald
head and said, "If one hair would sprout here
it would be bolet."

We wish Dr Natas many more years at
the crease. At least every Pesach we have
fond memories of this wonderful man. We are

Joint Counselling Services Offices;
Te l Av i v : 7 6 I b n G v i r o l S t r e e t

tel; 03-696-5244 fax: 03-696-8696

privileged to have been taught by him.
Jeff & Doreen Geffen, Ashdod

e-mail: aliya@uJia.org.il.

Emptoymcni: sharon@ujia.org.il
Jeru.salem: Karmiel; Merkaz Klita

i 3 Ben Maimon Blvd. tel:{04)99U4292
tel:(02)563-4822 fax;(04)9980939

fax (02)566-3193 email:karniiel@ujia.org.il
e-mail:Jen]salem@ujia.org-il
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NO FOOTSY FOOTSY
Dear Editor

Congratulations to the Telfed editorial team
on an increasingly interesting magazine. At the

J N THE MAIL
same time I wish to respond to Paul Mirbach's
diatribe against my previous letter. The vaunted

"Protective Wall" that he so assiduously promotes
and believes in, is an expensive exercise in

futility. It will not in any way protect him! Does

use phrases such as ''aliyah to a

war

zone".

Prof. Kenneth Preiss

Ben Gurion University of the Negev. Beer Sheva

he think the Arabs have run out of bulldozers,
spades, and explosives? How many times will
Israel repair the breaches and swathes of smashed-

down concrete before finally giving up?
The only solution is the Ben-Gurion one

(that Sharon USED to believe in) viz. "destroy
the beasts in their lairs and expel their families."
That is how you defeat terrorism. Play "footsy"
with them, and they will destroy you. Jewish

&

OOPS
Dear Editor,

As one of the first participants in the 1946
Machon Le Madrichei Chutz La 'Aretz I was

pleased to see our photograph and read the
short resume. For the record, please note that

my names, Ruth Stern, nde Saretzky. (both my
maiden and married) were incorrectly spelt.
Ruth Stern, Jerusalem

morality demands that Jewish lives and rights
be defended.

Michael S. Bloch, Kochav Yair

SAFER THAN MOST PLACES
Dear Editor

I refer to the phrase "aliyah to a war zone"
which appeared in a report in the December
2002 issue of Telfed magazine covering the
WPZC conference. In the 5-11 October issue

of the Economist, there appeared a chart
showing the number of annual deaths from

PEOPLE WHO CARE
Dear Editor

It is always refreshing to find people that
really do care. My late mother, who died last

year following a fall, had been a resident of Beth
Protea since it opened and had for some time
been living in the Frail Care unit. A Holocaust
survivor, she had been reliving the horrors that
she experienced in the ghetto and Au.shwitz.
Through tragedy, we are sometimes offered
the chance to better evaluate people and situ

intentional injury (i.e. homicide, suicide, war,

ations so that we may see things through a

etc), for various countries, compiled from
data of the World Health Organization.

new light. During the time my mother was in

Colombia heads the list, at 65 deaths per
100,000 population. Finland is 9''' with 22.
The US is ll"" with 18, New Zealand 12'^
Australia 15"", Britain 24"*, and Israel is listed

25"" with approximately 9 deaths per 100,000
population. It may be that the data reported
is outdated, but according to my calculations
even adding deaths to allow for the violence
currently inflicted by the Palestinians, we are
better than the level of Australia for deaths

from intentional injury.
Please pass this information on to the

misinformed people in South Africa, who

hospital, Beth Protea staff was there for me

any time, day or night, to offer support to get
through the ordeal. It went way beyond their

call of duty. Most took time out to visit my
mom in hospital.

My family and I cannot describe the warmth

and comfort we felt, knowing that the there are
people in this world who are still capable of
looking after the one you love with so much
love, caring and sincerity. All at Beth Protea,
from the management to the staff, should receive

recognition for the hard job that they do. I. for
one, am proud to be able to make it known to
our community.
Eddie Weiss, Raanana
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PEOPLE
IN A SECOND OF A SERIES COVERING YOUNG
FORMER SOUTH AFRICANS WHO ARE...

0 I N 0 P E S of mv life so far. The

:me Court is a

microcosm of Israeli society. The Judges are

It is sometimes said that making aliyah as

involved in day-to-day issues, ranging from

a teen can be traumatic. For Yael Yativ (nee

the political and corporate Israel to social and

Dotan-Cowan) from Cape Town it has been an

criminal cases. For a graduate, just out of law

adventure. Surmounting the customary early

school, I found it intellectually exhilirating
to be exposed to

hurdles, which she admits, "wasn't

at all times easy," today Yael is not

judicial decision
making on monu

merely flying, she's soaring.

mental issues that

One of the special joys of living

will impact on
our society for

in a rapidly developing country like
Israel, is the opportunity to grow

years to come.

and evolve with it. That opportunity
began for Yael some 13 years ago,
when she left Cape Town as a std.
7 pupil at Herzlia School - "a

Some of the more

publicized cases
that came up
before the Bench,

comfortable, insular environment,
and a member of Betar" and

moved with her family to one of
Teifed's then relatively new hous
ing projects, Kochav Yair.

while I was arti-

Brouglu up in a Revisionist household. Yaei's there, were
father's family were some of the founding the Arieh Deri

members ofBeiar in Port Elizabeth. Seen sitting appeal; whether
between her parents, Tami and Joel. women rabbis

Since then both new town and

should be allowed to pray at the Western Wall;

young resident have come a long way. Today
Kochav Yair is an upmarket, highly sought-after

environmental objections to the Trans-Israel

model town; its residents prominent in business,

60 year old spy, who was accused of having

the professions and politics. Yael on the other
hand holds a top position in the Departments of
Administration and Public Relations, as well as

being a legal councillor at the Interdisciplinary
Center (IDC) in Herzlia, being one of its
earliest law graduates.

Freeway; and the ca.se of Yehuda Gill: the
fabricated intelligence to impress the Mossad."
These cases Yael stresses, articulate the evolu

tion of a young nation grappling with complex
issues.

A HOMECOMING

She was privileged thereafter to be amongst

While Yael was on course to being snapped

the select few to have served her articles at

up by one of Israel's prestigious law firms, she

the Israeli Supreme Court - only 20 graduates
are enrolled as articled clerks each year. "That

could not resist, "returning home" to her A/ma

experience," relates Yael, "has been the highlight

Center's founder and President, would not take

4

Mater, the IDC. Prof. Uriel Reichman, the

PEOPLE
no for an answer and "I haven't looked back

May some of them be infected with her enthu

since. His passion and commitment to the vision

siasm and so too join the 7£)C experience'.

of establishing the finest independent university
in Israel are infectious, attracting top people in
both academia and the business world. I jumped
at the opportunity, and again I fee! privileged
to be part of a totally revolutionary educational
institution that is bent on a mission, I would say
a Zionist mission, of truly serving the interests
of a dynamic, modern Israel, of preparing a
future leadership that will steer Israel in the 21"

CHIEF RABBI
HONOURED
Chief Rabbi of South Africa, Cyril Harris,
was awarded the Jerusalem Prize for

distinguished com
munal leadership
and service to the

century."

Jewish community

Yael regu

of South Africa.
At a recent cere

larly addresses
visiting over
seas groups of
young students
on the oppor
tunities of the

IDC, especially
the option of
Yael, as an officer in charge
of400 soldiers, receives an
award for excellence.

taking a BA or
MBA in Eng
lish. In Decem

ber and January
alone, she will have addressed over 400 South

African students on the Birthright Programme.

mony at the Presi

dent's residence,
President Moshe

Katsav presented
the prize to Chief Rabbi Harris.
At the end of December, Solly Sacks. Direc
tor-General of World Mizrachi [newly-elected
Telfed Chairman] hosted a celebratory cocktail
reception in honour of Chief Rabbi and Mrs.
Ann Harris, attended by over 80 South African

and English olim at the Renaissance Hotel,
Jerusalem.

UlinK - Computers

and network support
For further information,
Mopni

n

'Hardware and software repairs
'Small and medium businesses networking support
'Home networking support
'Special deals for new computers and accessories
'Fast and reliable seruice guaranteed

please contact us:
w w w. w i n x . c o . j l

info@wlnx.co.j|

Office (09)7744770
Selwyn Hare (052)505049
Ta! Almog (052)851975
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THEANCOLAN
When we talk of Southern Africans

living in Israel, we think in the main of
South Africans, Rhodesians and a small

sprinkling from Zambia and the former
Belgian Congo. Telfed recently came

across one Benjamin Doukarsky, who ^
claims to be the only Angolan to have
ever immigrated to Israel.

Benjamin awarded a medal.

speakers in Southern Africa. For the past 15
years he has been broadcasting from Jerusalem
an average of four times a week in Portuguese

phone me to amplify further details. Apart
from politics, listeners in Africa are especially
interested in issues relating to Christianity,
science, agriculture and archaeology. I have
enjoyed over the years investigating and cover
ing many of the positive activities that connect

for Channel Africa.

Israel with Africa."

Although unknown to the Southern African

community in Israel, the voice of Benjamin is
all too familiar to the millions of Portuguese

MANY WAYS TO SKIN A CAT
Has Benjamin felt compelled by his network
to conform to a particular political stance?

'The only directive I received was to be
objective," says Benjamin, "with one exception.
I was not to use the word 'terrorist' in describing
Palestinians involved in acts of terror. However

I am always guided by the most important tenet
of my profession - to tell the truth. Clear and
detailed in my coverage of events, I leave little
doubt to listeners as to the nature of a terrorist

act or the character of its participants."
How interested are listeners in Africa in
events in Israel?

Benjamin made aliyah after the Six-Day
War. In a country with no Jewish or Zionist
infrastructure, it was the war that "triggered

strong feelings of Jewish identity and I felt I
had to express this in the most appropriate way
for a Jew - to live in Eretz Israel."

How did this radio correspondent, who
speaks six European languages, and has
over the years also broadcast for the BBC,
Radio France and Radio Vatican, come to be
in Angola?
After the Second World War Benjamin's
father found it difficult to find employment
in Portugal. "Being Jewish and an expatriate
Russian in Salazar's fascist regime was an

"Very. One day I did not report in, as 1 was
not feeling well. They called -What, nothing

impediment to finding work, and so, when

happening in Israel today? Can't be! There is
the expectation that there is always something
to report on in this tiny part of the world. Often

colonies, we left in 1946 for Angola," recounts

after a communique, the studio will immediately

any place that you won't find Jews! There were

6

presented with the option of moving to the
Benjamin, who was 6 years old at the time.
Were there any Jews living in Angola? "Is there

PEOPLE
a scattering throughout the country, mainly
refugees from the War - obviously a lot more
than we were aware of at the time, and today,
if you open an Angolan telephone directory,

Bat-Dor is the only repertory Dance Company
in Israel, and one of the first to combine classical

training and modern techniques. "The most
renowned choreographers in the world routinely

you will see listed, many surnames like Cohen
and Levy."

come and work with the Company in different

After completing school in Luanda, Benjamin
studied Civil Engineering at the University

The Bat-Dor Dance Company, which recently

of Lisbon. He immersed himself in student

styles," proudly proclaims Leora.
participated in Telfed's The Show Must Go

On, was founded in 1968 by the Baroness

politics, organising protests and demonstrations
and finally fell foul of "the fascist authorities,
which tolerated no dissent. I was expelled with
a fellow student and completed my studies in

Batsheva de Rothschild and former South

Belgium." History was repeating itself. Like
his father before him, Benjamin had to move on
because of life becoming intolerable in President
Salazar's Portugal. And who was the fellow
student expelled with Benjamin?

inception.

Jorges Sampaio, the current president of
Portugal. History sure churns out interesting
twists and turns.*

NEW LEADINC LADY

African Jeannette Ordman. Principal Dancer
for many years, Jeannette has remained BatDor's Artistic Director from the Company's
Throughout the years, the Baroness sup
ported Bat-Dor, but from the time she passed
away in April 1999, the Company has suffered

financially. "Since becoming Chairperson of
the Board, 1 have been campaigning for a State
grant, the same as the government allocates
to all the other ballet companies in Israel. As
this unjustifiably has not been forthcoming,

I took the step of pleading our case before
the Supreme Court,
where the matter

For the first time in its 35 - year history,
the Bat-Dor Dance Company has appointed
a woman as Chairperson of its Board of Gov
ernors. A former Capetonian, and scion of

now rests." Most

days Leora spends
her time tirelessly

helt families of Waverley

fundraising for the
Company and for

Blankets' fame, Leora

the School that is

Hackmey comes to her
new position, by her own

a f fi l i a t e d w i t h t h e

admission, with a formi

Having been in
the past both a

the Harris and Gesund-

Company.

dable arsenal of "qualities and attributes." Modesty is not one of

dancer and chore

them. "In my position who needs it?" Leora

jokingly asserts. "The company is facing very

ographer. "1 can
honestly say that the

demanding challenges, and I am determined to

standard of the Bat-

meet them head on."

Dor Dance ComRecent Bat-Dor Production
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Jewish

Inspiration in
irpltti SiMri IxpiPl

Qg the African Bush

Go on a safari with a difference. African

Safari Experience specialises in kosher safaris to

Southern Africa including fhe world-renowned

Kruger National Park. Cape Town'and Victoria

.Falls. ASE u^lises the expertise of a select group

pany and the professionalism of the school are
of the highest order, comparable to the best
dance schools in the world." A veteran in the

business community, Leora is confident her
contacts both in Israel and abroad, "will help

put Bat-Dor back on its feet."
In the world of dance Leora clearly knows
the business. What's more, she means business!

of personnel uniquely qualified and experienced
in Synfhesislng the beauty and serenity of the

African bu_sh with spiritual Inspiration.

OOPS...

For more inforrr]afion and itineraries, contact
us via ^mail: ase@cgs.co.za or see our web

In our last issue, Joyce Glaser's name

s i t e : w w w. a s e s o u t h a f r i c a . c o . z a

appeared as Grace Glazer. Our apologies.

S H O R TA N O S N A P P Y
Craig Ariav was awarded 1st prize in a
Hebrew Short Story competition held in 55
municipalities by Mifal Hapayis. The prize
was presented by the Mayor of Herzlia,
Yael German. The story entitled "A SPIT OF
CONCRETE", is a semi-autobiographic story

of his family's Aliyah to Israel in the early
1970's from Johannesburg. The story portrays

the physical and emotional difficulties that
immigrants experience in entering a new and
very different culture. "There are very few
cases in Israeli literature," explains Craig,
"which deal with the hardships of the Anglo-Saxon community in Israel, as

opposed to other immigrant

P O P E - G E R I

INSURANCE

communities.

Craig with
HerzHya Mayor
Ya e l G e r m a n a t
awards
c e r e m o n y .

Craig, a History and Liberal
Arts graduate of Tel Aviv Uni
versity, is today a photojournaiist as well as

professional photographer. He has frequently
participated in prestigious workshops in the
CAR AND HOUSE INSURANCE

- E N G L I S H S U M M A R YMEDICAL AND LIFE INSURANCE

countrywide (09)862-4824
8

USA, most recently in Rockport, Maine, a
master class for international photojournalists.
In 2000 Craig was sent on a pictorial assignment
to Hungary on behalf of the Jewish Agency to
document the Jewish community in Budapest.

THINKING OF TRAVEIIINGP
C o n t a c t I A N W A L D B A U M Te l . 0 9 - 7 7 4 4 2 3 5

who will help you personally in your home.
Tickets will be delivered to you.
PHONE DAY OR NIGHT FOR EFFICIENT SERVICE

JOHANNESBURG:
-

pRor^

$795

SPECIAL GROUP FARES TO S AFRICA

Before you phone the airiines, phone IAN!
Free Packet kosher biltong
with every adult ticket ordered to SA!

Book now for Pesach & July holidays to avoid disappointment

BIG DISCOUNTS ON SAA INTERNAL FLIGHTS, HOTELS & CAR HIRE,
KRUGER PARK, VICTORIA FALLS & GARDEN ROUTE

IRELAND - ENGLISH SPEAKING TOUR FOR 8 DAYS IN
JUNE. CONTACT IAN FOR DETAILS.

* CHARTERS TO LONDON & EUROPE FROM $369
* USA AT LOW DISCOUNTED FARES FROM $599 ONLY

*PACKAGESTOBARCELONA&ITALYFOR^SACHFROM$449

* AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND FROM

* WEEKEND PACKAGES TO LONDON & EUROPE
* 3, 4 OR 7-DAY PACKAGES TO GREEK ISLANDS, CYPRUS,
PRAGUE & TURKEY FROM, $199
* DISCOUNTS ON HOTELS AND CAR HIRE THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
SENIOR CITIZEN DISCOUNT FARES TO MOST PLACES

CRUISES: TO CARRIBEAN & ALASKA - SPECIAL BIG DISCOUNTS
FOR EARLY BOOKINGS FOR THE SUMMER

FOR THE BEST SERVICE CONTACT ... IAN

TEL: 09-7744235
WHETHER BUSINESS, PLEASURE OR EMERGENCY, PHONE US NOW
Fares mclude Airport taxes, ftegistraiion or Security taxes. Subject to avatlabiltty in class of ticket with respecrwe aMIne.
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from Bioemfontein chose to live in Eilat when

making aliyah in 1995. But that would be a
mistake!

"I love classical music but my main interest
is stamp collecting. 1 have exhibited several
times in Israel as well as abroad - in Hungary,
London and recently in Amsterdam where I

was awarded a gold medal. I have combined
my profession of pharmacy with a hobby that I

am passionate about. My collection is based
Naomi Koeppler standing in front of her
stamp collection at an exhibition.

S TA M P I N G O U T
DISEASE
Reports Telfed's

Eilat correspondent, Fonda Dubb

on the theme of pharmacy and is entitled '"In
Quest of Cures" depicting the discovery of
remedies and cures from the earliest times to

the genetically engineered remedies of today.
My specific collection is unique to Israel
and to my knowledge, there are only one
or two other philatelists in this field in the
world."

Naomi has been collecting stamps since
childhood. Her collection of pharmacy, which

Koeppler's hobby would be somehow con

she began some 15 years ago, presents a
fascinating history, covering the subject from

nected to the sea, since this former Freestater

prehistoric to modern times. •

One could be excused for assuming Naomi

A NICHTTO REMEMBER
By Dr. Meyer Planer
The recent Centenary dinner of King Edward School was a

trip down memory lane as teachers' personalities and amusing

incidents were relived through the retelling by "old hoys'

feeling young again. The oldest. Dr. Edward Lipworth at 92
matriculated in 1927. He began his recollections with ""Iam very

happy to be here tonight celebrating the School's Centenary,
but at my age I'm glad to be anywhere."

It all started when Zvl Jaspan took a trip to South Africa and decided to pay his old school
a visit. Shown around the grounds he found that very little had changed since he was there in 1944.
He was taken to the familiar cricket pavilion where he was introduced to the Centenary committee,
who informed him that there were about 20 Old Edwardians living in Israel. When it turned out

there were as many as 70 it was decided to hold a Centenary dinner.

1 0

Zvi welcomed the 63 guests at the Sharon
Hotel. The South African Ambassador, His

Excellency. Johan Marx gave a spirited address
drawing a parallel between the development
of the school and South Africa's history. He
spoke of those that gave their lives for the
cause of freedom in the two World Wars and the

spectacular contribution the School has made tc
sport. Its alumni have included 179 international

sportsmen representing 45 different sports in 6
different countries around the world, notably Gary Player in golf. Dr. Ali Bacher in cricket

and Dr. Ian Froman in tennis promotion and
administration in Israel.

In other fields that "old boys" have made
their mark - Judge Richard Goldstone was
a prosecutor at the International War Crimes
Tribunal at The Hague and Prof. Hillel Daleski
won the Israel Prize for English literature.

The former Headmaster of the school brought
us up to date on the changes that have taken
place at the school over the years, reflecting
the societal metamorphosis in the new South
continued on next page

top row: Howard Glazer,
Frank Balkin, Wilfred
Greenblatt, David Samuel,
Hillel Daleski, Edward

Lipworth, Cyril Morris.

Alan Polatinsky, Jeff
Fabian, Theo Kaplan,
middle row: Jeff Hoffnian,
Farrol Jacobs, Ron
Shouval, Ambassador
Johann Marx. Robert

Langbarl, Bruce
McMurray {previous
headmaster), Meyer

Planer, Aubrey Joffe
front row: Samuel Kirsch,

Norman Geri, Zvi Jaspan.
Roy Cbweidan
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Africa. Today the student population is 40%
Black including its Head Boy. Like a true
headmaster, he stressed that the thread that has

run through the school and kept it on an even
keel throughout its illustrious history, has been

''the discipline, good manners, honesty, loyalty,
integrity and camaraderie".
The group photo taken at the end of the evening
pictorially encapsulates an enriching chapter in a
story of a fine South African school.

SPORT SHOTS

NOTSHOWINC

LETTHEC^ES

THEIR Ad

PROCEED
MINI-MACCABI

IN

SOUTH

While some peo^le^^y

AFRICA

be struggling just toTteep

The word out is that South Africa

afloat, former South Africans,
Bernard Campel and Leon

will host a mini-Maccabi in July.
"Israel will be sending its junior

Glasser, have been soaring

and senior netball teams," beams
an excited Jodi Carreira. a

former Jo'burger,
committed

the recent Sportiada swimming meeting

to

in Eilat. Bernard of Alon Shvut won

popularizing the
sport in Israel.
Referred

to

affectionately by
her colleagues as
' M i s s N e t b a i r,
Jodi

through water at breathtaking

speeds pulling in gold, silver and bronze at

will

accompany the
team as manager

k

gold in the 50-m backstroke, which was
"somewhat ironic in that it is my weakest

t

stroke." He also took home 4 silvers.

His Efrat teammate Leon, with whom he
trains most mornings, collected 2 golds,
2 silvers and 1 bronze. "Unlike most

(l-r) Dalia Zaidel, Jodie Carreira
and Camiel Liebowitz

and coach and is currently hard at work raising
money to sponsor the team. "The reason for
hosting the games in SA," explains Capelonian

competitions in Israel, what's good about

the Sportiada." happily explains Leon

"is that it's not held on Shabbat, so we can

compete like everyone else."
Of course if these two keep on snatching

Jeanne Futeran and the President of World

the silverware and gold, someone's going

Maccabi, "is the pressing need to expose our

to wise up and maybe change the times. In

community to competitive Jewish sportsmen
from abroad at a time when our community
is dwindling and there is very little to attract
them to Maccabi. We want to get. them involved
again and then follow up with solidarity tours
to Israel for our sport's people." •

the meantime, their

wives are having to
find more shelf space
at home. •

Kol Hakavod

Bernard Campel and
Leon Glasser
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A 25 YEAR^

explains, "thousands of children have been

courtshiT

given the opportu
nity to learn a sport
they can enjoy for

^|ii Glickstein, Perkis,

a lifetime." Stress

"W Mansdorf, Bloom, Levy,
i' Smasbnova, Okun. From

ing the dual track
of the ITC, Janine

k the past to the present

emphasizes, " Not
only have the Cent
ers provided a pro

these are some of the

most recognized names

in Israeli tennis, seasoned court campaigners,
renowned for capturing the scalps of top
players on the International circuit.

But what of all the others, players of varying
court-craft abilities, but all in their day, indelibly
infected by being a part of the Israel Tennis
Center family?
They came out this last November in their
multitude, some 2000 of them, to Ramat Hasharon to celebrate the ITC's 25"" Anniversary. It
was the first ever Graduates' Reunion of the

ITC, a sports institution that has
been part and parcel of the Zion
ist vision. "Through our network

tected environment

The legendary Fred Perry for children superwilh young Israeli hopeful. vised by trained
staff, but they have also afforded the most
talented the opportunity to develop their

full potential to become world-class players,
representing Israel in the most prestigious
international tennis competitions." •
Former South Africans with Telfed volunteers celebrate
the ITC Graduates'Reunion:(l-r) Annette Milliner,

Minnie and Selwyn Nohr, Marcelle Weiss, Janine Gellev,
David and Hilary Kaplan, Jillian Milliner.

of 13 centers located mainly in
disadvantaged neighbourhoods
or outlying development towns,"
former South African Adv. Janine
Strauss and CEO of the ITC

iAALAN KATZ PROPERTIES 09-7460129
If you want to sell or rent your property in Ra'anana:
I have many local and overseas clients.
Please contact Alan Katz
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Telfed's spectacular Tribute to the
Performing Arts lived up to it's billing.
Within 48 hours of going to press, close

to a quarter of the 810 seat auditorium
had been sold. On the night of the 2nd
December,"we had a sell-out" beamed a

delighted Hilary Kaplan, in charge of
2 J 2 M 2 , P a c k e d f o y e r - Ya d U B a n i m K f a r S a h a s o u t h e r n
African community, who came from as far as Kfar Vradim in the North, to Eilat
in the South, couldn't get enough. One ecstatic Jewish Agency official, not South African,

phoned her husband in Tel Aviv during the interval and told him to get himself
there quickly. He made it just

in time and like all the audience

felt uplifted to have been part
of the lively extravaganza of
dance, music and comedy.

Three lucky members of the
audience were the recipients of
works of art by internationally
Lcirry

renowned local artists, Louis

Buichins as

Sakalovsky, Zinky Agulnik

Herman

and Pamela Silver. While they
each took home something
valuable and unique, everyone
that night left the auditorium
with something special - a

Charles
Bosnian's
inimitable

'Schalk
Lourens

feeling of having been enriched
by an evening, where audience
and performers gelled in creat
ing a cultural thumbs-up at the
incomprehensible madness enfolding daily amongst us. The message was

unmistakably clear and resolute - "THE SHOW MUST GO ON."
The show was profession
Deputy

Minister of
Absorption.

ally filmed, and for those of
you. who missed out. the video
or CD is well worth seeing.

addressing the

Anyone interested in organizing
group showings in your area,

audience.

contact Sharon at Telfed f09)

Yuli Edelstein,

7 4 4 6 11 0 .

LJn I c|LJ^ D
For all your Carpentry Needs
Experts in Kitchen and Bath Cabinets.

Wall units, Office Furniture and more.
lOith c/t ^$'004Lit <1^ejmnL
special discounts for
members of the SAZF

04-6227572 www.carpentry.co.il

050-322165 ^niall: dopeyPnetvision.net.ii

y^EDICINE

■"TS^Wcine
By Telfed's Jerusalem correspondent
Dr. Issy Berelowitz

achievements
genera
Aso
undexpa
lnaiso
tinprobably
forthesdue
eactoad
emci
tions of Orthodox learning,
which translated well into

secular studies. In addition,

Jewish parents emphasized
the importance of education
to their children.

Historically, physicians
and rabbis often merged
their medical and rabbinic The Ramham,
professions in a common Maimonkles

{tri Y
1;

effort to improve life. The most famous example
was Mainionides (1134-1204). He stressed
that it was a religious duty to preserve one's

health and emphasized the simbiotic relationship
between body and soul.
Greek medicine was influenced by Assaf
Judaeus (Assaf the Jew). He founded a medical

school around the 6*'' century CE together with
Yochanan Ben Zavda who also wrote the
oldest known medical book in Hebrew. Judali

"Pikuach nefesh" - the saving of
life - is a basic tenet of the Jewish
religion. This is emphasized in the
words of the Talmud to the effect
thai "Whoever saves one life has
saved an entire world".
Jewish contributions to mankind

have been profound. Although Jews
constitute a fraction of 1% of the
world's population, 18% of the
recipients of the prestigious Nobel
Prize, instituted in the early part of
the last century, have been Jews.

Halevi (end of the 11 century) was a renowned
philosopher and a famous poet-physician.
In Toledo he treated the Spanish king and
nobility and exerted great influence on his
contemporaries.
The practice of medicine by Jews often
suffered due to discrimination when they were

barred from attending medical schools. However,
the Talmud was always a source of medical
knowledge. It emphasized physical cleanliness,
moderation in diet and prohibitions to ensure

health. It promoted the important hygienic
concepts of the Sabbath - a weekly day of rest,
and prophylactic measures for the prevention
of epidemic diseases.
NOBEL ACHIEVEMENTS
Thirty percent of recipients of the Nobel Prize
for medicine were Jews, showing a predilection
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for this profession. Recent winners in 2002 were
Dr. Sydney Brenner from South Africa and
Dr. H. Robert

that time. He was also a fine pianist
and an enthusiastic Zionist.

While blood has been called, "The Gift

Dr. Paul Ehrlich developed a drug "Salvarsan" for treating the devastating venereal
disease syphilis for which Dr. August Paul

of Life," since time immemorial, it was the

von Wasserman, a fellow worker with Ehrlich,

BLOOD TRANSFUSIONS

Horvitz.

Austrian pathologist. Dr. Rarl Landstcincr, STREPTO/^YCIN
who discovered the basic human blood groups essential information for performing compatible

devised a blood test. He
retained his links with

Judaism throughout his life.

b l o o d t r a n s f u s i o n s . A m e r i c a n D r. R i c h a r d

Dr. Tadeus Reichstein, a Polish-bom organic
chemist, made the first synthetic vitamin -

Lewinson discovered a way to prevent blood
from clotting outside the

PSYCHOANALYSIS ascorbic acid {vitamin C). It was the prelude to
body, thus facilitating
more synthetic vitamins.
its storage. Drs. Phillip Levene and Alexan
Dr. Sigmund Freud was a Professor of Medi
der Weiner, together with Dr. Landsteiner,
cine in Vienna and the founder of psychoanalysis.

discovered the significance of the Rh factor in

blood, thus saving the lives of many newborn PENICILLIN

His theories of the subconscious

have had a profound effect on
every branch of intellectual life.

babies. Dr. Selwan A. Waksman, a poor Russian

immigrant to the USA, discovered Streptomycin,
an antibiotic effective against many bacteria,
including the one causing

Tuberculosis (consump- POLIO VACCINES

Psychoanalysis is a
technique utilized in the
treatment of a wide variety

tion), so prevalent world-wide. It was he

o f e m o t i o n a l d i s o r d e r s . D r.

who coined the term "antibiotic"- meaning

Waldemar Mordecai Wolff

"against-life"- designating that extracts of

Haffkine was a bacteriologist,

certain microbes (germs) could destroy others

immunologist and Talmudic

that caused infection.

scholar. He developed a vaccine against cholera.

Sir Ernest Boris Chain was co-discoverer SYNTHETIC VITAMINS He bequeathed his
substantial estate

of the important antibiotic Penicillin. He

to the yeshivot of Eastern Europe.

shared the Nobel Prize with his colleagues
Sir Alexander Flem-

In the field of Poliomyelitis were Dr. Jonas

ming and Sir Howard CHOLERA VACCINE

Walter Florey. They all received knighthoods.
This discovery drastically
reduced mortality from infec
tion among allied forces
during the Second World War.
It was fitting that Sir Ernest, a
refugee from Nazi Germany,
should have made such an

immense contribution at just

Salk, who produced an injectable vaccine,
followed by Dr.AIbert Sabin, who made a
more convenient oral one. Dr. Sabin was once

president of the Weizmann In.stitute.

TREATMENT FOR SYPHILLIS Although
Jews have

always represented a miniscule segment of
the world's population, through their medical
discoveries, countless lives have been saved.

D r. P a u l E h r l i c h
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DONOR l^HONOREE

Mark & liana Hellman...:^ Ruth Slater on their 40th anniversary

Promotions & Activities Committee Hilary Starkowitz on the marriage of their daughter

Solly Kaplan .'^jii^^e^jldes - for a speedy recovery

Friends at Protea Village Shavei Zion on her birthday
Yi t s i e & S h i r l e y S h a m o s o n h i s 7 0 t h b i r t h d a y
Joe and Neva Gishen Hertzel mIk on his 70th birthday

Orkie Chesed Avi Chesed ^ his engagement to Lauren Levy, USA
Len & Rosie Israelstam Hertzel Katz on his 70th birthday

Danny & Janine Gelley Anita Stern - for a speedy recovery
David Kaplan Harold Brozin - in appreciation

Orkie Chesed Solly & Stella Schippel on their 60th anniversary
Len & Bessie Oddes David Kaplan - for a speedy recovery
Phyllis Sachar ; Jerry Pollock on his birthday
Phyllis Sachar Dodo Pollock on her 70th birthday
Naomi Fredman Marcus & Celle Mandel on their Golden anniversary

Naomi Fredman Henry & Ruth Shakenovsky on their Golden anniversary
Sam & Mollie Skudowitz Hertzel Katz on his 70th birthday

Freda Raphael Joyce Glaser on her 80th birthday

Ben & Ray Leverl Happy Hannukato their children, grandchildren & great-grandiildren
Shlomo & Sylvia Winnikow Jerry Pollock on his special birthday
Shlomo & Sylvia Winnikow Dodo Pollock on her 70th birthday
Edie Rosengarten Henry & Ruth Shakenovsky on their 50th anniversary
Joe & Jose Grossman Henry & Ruth Shakenovsky on their Golden anniversary
Ivan Greenstein Henry & Ruth Shakenovsky on their 50th anniversary

Meyer & Ghita Hurwitz Marcus & Celle Mandel on their 50th anniversary
Shlomo & Sylvia Winnikow Joyce Glaser on her 80lh birthday
Shlomo & Sylvia Winnikow Zvi Raphaeli on his 90th birthday
Hertzel & Lola Katz Cyril & Lola Skikne on their 40th anniversary
Hertzel & Lola Katz Marcus & Celle Mandel on their 50th anniversary

Hertzel & Lola Katz Henry & Ruth Shakenovsky on their 50th anniversary

Barry & Carmel Scop Cyril and Lola Skikne on their 40th anniversary
Rose Scop Cyril and Lola Skikne on their 40th anniversary
L i s e l o t t e®W a nA gb ee l i nL e e sK e r w
en
i tT
h e l f feodu r
Shai

Barness

Keren

Max & Sheila Patz Henry & Ruth Shakenovsky
on their Golden anniversary
Alan & Pain Paz Henry & Ruth Shakenovsky
on their Golden anniversary
David & Janet Paz Henry & Ruth Shakenovsky
on their Golden anniversary
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Bernard & Lydia Paz .V.^enrY^& Ruth Shakenovsky on their Golden anniversary
Julian & Monica Paz .^....^nry-'d^ Ruth Shakenovsky on their Golden anniversary

Ronnie & Joanne Lottner • & Ruth Shakenovsky on their Golden anniversary

Errol & Sharon Josselsohn ^etj^^ Ruth Shakenovsky on their Golden anniversary

Nathan & Shirley Kansky ..^rcils d^elle Mandel on their Golden anniversary
Hertzel & Lola Katz Yosef & DmU^teiner on their Golden wedding
Louis
Maish
Morris
Morris

&
&
&
&

Zena Zinn Harold Stutzen on his 79th birthday
Phyllis Gork Archie & Blanche Isaacson on their special birthdays
Pauline Borsuk Henry & Ruth Shakenovsky on their Golden anniversary
Pauline Borsuk Marcus & Celle Mandel on their Golden anniversary

Nick & Nellie Alhadeff Henry & Ruth Shakenovsky on their Golden anniversary
Geoffrey & Tamara Israel In loving memory of Sam Mecrkin

Geoffrey & Tamara Israel Henry & Ruth Shakenovsky on their Golden anniversary
Jack & Ruth Trappier Gordon & Ricky Futeran on their Golden anniversary
Louis & Zena Zinn Marcus & Celle Mandel on their Golden anniversary
Monie Sacks, Clive & Debbie Chitiz Archie Isaacson on his 80th birthday
Margaret Goss Cyril & Lola Skikne on their 40th anniversary
Jack & Ruth Trappier Esther Cohen on her 99th birthday
Phyllis Sachar Arnold & Olivia Ostrin on their 30th anniversary
Steven & Valerie Grecnstein Marcus & Celle Mandel on their Golden anniversary

Lionel & Annette Gordon Dennis Shein on his 80th birthday
Okkie & Rae Rabinowitz Dcnjy Rabinowitz on his 80th birthday
Uri & Beryl Milunsky Jesse & Marabelle Swerdlow on birth of their great-gninddaughter

Rollo & Marianne Norwitz Gordon & Ricky Futeran on their Golden anniversary
Morris & Buddy Efroiken Simeon & Yael Adar on their Golden wedding
Cynthia Barmor & Chaya Rotstein Benjy Rabinowitz on his 80th birthday
Abe and Anita Abrahamson Hertzel Katz on his 70th birthday

Uri & Beryl Milunsky Dennis Shein on his 80lh birthday
Maish & Phyllis Gork Ralph Lanesman on his retirement
Theo & Brenda Kaplan Yanlra Vulfson - 80th birthday

Sender & Zelda Lees & family Abe Lees on his 3rd Barmitzvaii

Simmy & Yael Adar Chaya Bitnun on her 100th birthday
David and Kay Golding and Family ...Chaya Bitnun on her 100th birthday
Mai.sh. Phyllis, Jackie & Evie Gork David Olsfanger - in appreciation
J e ff a n d L i l l y M i l s t e i n Wo l fi e S a c k s o n h i s 8 0 t h b i r t h d a y
Shula Rubinow Alan Rubinow on his 60th birthday

Uiava Bitnun

Jack and Ruth Trappier Louis Hare on his 75th birthday

David & Hilary Kaplan Solly Sacks on his appointment as Chairman of Telfed
continued on next page
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Marvyn Hatchuel handin

the Principal ^

ERENTELFEDK
• a Keren Aliza cheque to
ORTSchool Kfar Saba.

KEREN ALIZA
Norman & Linda Barron, and

Stephen & Nadine Kalmek.... DffV

a Hart

on the

niversary

David & Hilary Kaplan Gordo

Futeran

on their 50th t

rsary

Mathias and Jean Cohen Henry & Ruth
ovsky
on their Golden anniversary

Paul & Barbara Hutt Henry & Ruth Shakenovsky on their Golden anniversary
Norman & Renee Cohen Henry & Ruth Shakenovsky on their Golden anniversary
Eddie & Rebecca Dodd Henry & Ruth Shakenovsky on their Golden anniversary

Yair & Jocelyn Brown Henry & Ruth Shakenov.sky on their Golden anniversary
Herby & Hazel Gaito Cyril & Lola Skikne on their 40th anniversary
Marvyn Hatchuel and

Lily-Rose Michalowsky Gordon & Ricky Futeran on their Golden anniversary
Marjorie Minde Gordon & Ricky Futeran on their Golden anniversary
VICTIMS OF TERROR FUND
S.A.Z.F. (Israel) In gratitude to the Actors, Musicians, Choreographers & Dancers,

Back-stage Assistants, Artists and Volunteers of "The Show Must Go On"
Uri & Beryl Milunsky Henry & Ruth Shakenovsky on their Golden anniversary

Julius & Fay Weinstein Henry & Ruth Shakenovsky on their Golden anniversary
The Poker SchookH. Druzinsky,

F. Levy, A. Rathouse, I. Scher,
S. Sokolowski, J. Weinstein Marcus & Celle Mandel on their Golden anniversary

Julius & Millicent Kopelowitz Henry & Ruth Shakenovsky on their 50th anniversary
Julius & Millicent Kopelowitz Matlie Cohen - in appreciation
Barney & Beulah Sacks Henry & Ruth Shakenovsky on their 50th anniversary
Henry & Ruth Shakenovsky Marcus & Celle Mandel on their Golden anniversary
Theo & Brenda Kaplan Boz Fehler on his 80th birthday
Yossi & Shelley Oved Henry & Ruth Shakenovsky on their Golden anniversary
Beatrix
Reuven

Sakoun
Kami

Victims
Victims

of
of

Te r r o r
Te r r o r

A l b e r t & V i t t y A m d u r V i c t i m s o f Te r r o r
Netanya Southern African Community... Victims of Terror
F O O D PA R C E L S F O R S O L D I E R S

Monica Liepmann Dodo Pollock on her special birthday
Annette Milliner Dodo Pollock on her special birthday
Alan & Joan Gadd Louis Hare on his 75lh birthday

S.A.Z.F. (Israel) fn gratitude to the Actors, Musicians, Choreographers & Dancers,
Back-stage Assistants, Artists and Volunteers of "The Show Must Go On"
2 0
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South Africans recently caught up in nervewracking travel experiences.
The seaside resort of Mombasa is an exotic

T R AV E L S

location on Africa's East Coast, popular with
Israeli tourists. For Tammy Bernstein and
Kerry Levy of Kfar Saba who spent a splendid
week at the Israeli owned Hotel Paradise, it

was quite literally a double whammy. Three
hours after they left their hotel for the airport, it

was a smouldering ruin, having been rammed by
suicide bombers. At more or less the same time

as that horror was being played out, another

I S T R AV E L I N G
LOSING ITS ALLURE?

potential one was being narrowly averted. '*As

we were taking off," relates Tammy, who was
sitting at the window,

by David Kaplan

"I heard a noise like

The travel brochures on the

an explosion and saw

shelves attract your attention.
Select the package tour of your
dreams and escape into a fan

smoke coming from the
wing." For Kerry. "I
thought it sounded like a

tasy of faraway places. Don't
you believe it! In recent months,

bird that had down into

travel for some has ended up

the engine. Ten minutes
later the pilot came on

less escapism into pleasure,

the air." Reminiscent of

and more a memorable journev
the smiling dentist with
one would prefer to forget. The Bernstein and Kerry Levy of Kfar Saba, menacing, metallic
messages from Bali and Mombasa are clear—
tool and the jolly yarn - there is absolutely
tourists are targets!
nothing to worry about, "the pilot explained
there had been some minor technical difficidtv.
Telfed Magazine spoke to a few former

Rabco
P R O P E R T Y M A N A G E M E N T & C O N S U LTA N T S LT D .

Jack Rabin (Dip. Law uct)
Visit us at our new offices at Toyota Towers

Yigal Alon Street, Tel Aviv
* Property Consultants * Property Portfolio Management
FOB 20395, Tel Aviv 61203, Israel Tel: 03-624-1718 Fax:03-624-1798

pEATURE
reunited with their families."

but everything seems to be okay and we are

proceeding on schedule to Tel Aviv. He didn't

In many respects. Tammy and Kerry felt "it

sound convincing!" Not so for Tammy, who
felt reassured by the explanation and settled
back for the return flight home.

was worse for our families at home, because

while we were only aware of our situation for
the last 40 minutes of the flight, they had been

worrying for hours, since the news first broke."

THE PLANE TRUTH

"At 40 minutes flying time still to Ben Gurion, it

What the girls were not prepared for was the
full-frontal attack by the media. No sooner had
they retrieved their luggage than they were met
with a barrage of rapid flashing cameras and pushy
reporters. Tammy was immediately pounced upon
by the local Israeli TV networks, while Kerry

was way too early." Tammy takes up the story-

was interviewed on CNN and BBC.

All was proceeding well until the plane was

flying over Eilat. "When the pilot announced for
the cabin crew to take up landing positions, I
suspected something was wrong," relates Kerry.

"The pilot announces that there is some bad
news he must bring to our attention. He tells us

How has the experience ajfected future travel

plansl When - was half-Jokingly asked by her

about the hotel having been blown up. People

mother whether Mombasa was her last overseas

were in shock. Many of them, like us, had been

holiday for the foreseeable future, she shot back
"Afghanistan fascinates me. Mom." Kerry also

slaying there. Then he informs us of the close
shave we had with a missile after take-off. It

has no problem. "In six months' time, I'll be
travelling to India and Thailand!"

was all so confusing to comprehend. First our
hotel, then our plane! He briefed us that two
Fib's would be flying along-side our plane to
inspect for damage. Thankfully he informed us
in advance, so we weren't loo alarmed when
they came up alongside our plane, although

3c

The flight from Tel Aviv to Istanbul is as
mundane for Les Shull as catching a bus.
>..

A resident of

"t-

we were amazed how close they were to us.

Moshav Manof

Apparently this was necessary in order to
inspect closely the undercarriage and the
aircraft's wings. Minutes ticked by until the
pilot came back on the air to announce that
everything appeared to be okay, but just in case,
the airport was preparing for an emergency
landing, and that we were not to be alarmed
at the sight of so many rescue personnel on

since its incep

the runway."
As it turned out, the landing was perfect.

"The passengers had gone into a controlled
period of calm after the initial announcement,
but on landing there was a need to release our
bottled-up fears and many broke into tears.
This scenario was replayed when we entered
the airport building and the passengers were

2 1

tion in 1980, Les

has for the past
13 years been
flying each week
to Turkey on
business. Like

most passengers

Rohyn and Les Shull of
Moshav Manof.

who fly alone,
Les would regu

larly ponder, "Will I be seated next to someone
interesting?" He could hardly have expected one
day to be sitting next to a terrorist with designs
of hijacking the plane. "I knew immediately
that something was peculiar about this guy; he
couldn't sit still for a minute. He was constantly

fidgeting, repeatedly reaching for his bag in the

people who will
the new Israeli Tax xe
• New Olin^

. senior Citizens

For offshore investments that make sense,

>

Anglo Capital Limited

/IXiglo .

Independent Financial Advisors
Licensed by the Israel Securities Authority

Lixoited

Telephone: +972-2-992 1519 www.anglocapital.com
overhead compartment and asking frequently
for water while he declined food. 1 lost count
of the number of times the bloke took a hike

My impression was that this could have been
his first flight. The brief conversation that we
did engage in, focu.sed on how to use basic

to the loo."

flight gadgetry, like headphones! This was no

Perturbed by this unsettling behaviour, Les

seasoned traveller accumulating voyager miles.

bounced his concerns with a few fellow pas
sengers. It was while Les was conducting his

was, that he was hesitant to carry through on

poll on the guy's bizarre behaviour, that he

heard a commotion from the front of the plane.

The guy was clueless and nervous. My take
his plan and that self-tortured by indecision, he
finally decided to act when the pilot announced

A stewardess screamed, "he has something

that there remained only another iialt-hour

in his hand." Les looked down at the floor in

flying time to Istanbul." Les says he always

front of the cockpit and knew immediately his
suspicions were spot on. "Within seconds, two
guys, obviously security, were onto the fellow

and holding him down. He was apparently in

possession of a Japanese modeling knife, which

flies El Al. "The security is the best in the
business. The way they reacted so quickly was

spellbinding. I was absolutely convinced that
security were onto this guy already at Ben
Gurion airport and that he was at all times under

is more plastic than metal blade.

observation."

Many of the people on the plane had no idea
what had happened until the pilot announced
there had been an attempted hijack. This was

a combination of all three. But as travellers are

clearly a botched attempt by a total amateur.
23

Amateurs, luck or excellent security? Maybe

discovering - If you are keen to improve the
odds, you can't beat Israeli security. •
23

THE YEAR AWARD
Complete the flyer enclosed in your
Telfed magazine and help chose a
worthy recipient of Telfed's Volunteer
of the Year Award for 2002.The

recipient will receive a generous cash
prize and his or her name will be
engraved on the attractive plaque in our
Telfed boardroom. The award has been

kindly sponsored by Barney Mark and
family. Barney made Aliyah from Cape
Town with his late wife in 1972. Today
he resides at Beth Protea.

The closing date for submission of
your nomination is the 1" March 2003.
For more information, contact Sharon
a t Te l f e d 0 9 - 7 4 4 6 11 0 .

Quality of Life Activities
for Children
Applications for assistance for
children to attend after-school

activities or summer camps can be
made to Telfed. Call Renee at

(09)744-6110.

ANYONE FOR TENNIS!
Feeling inspired by having watched the
Australian Open? Want to leam or improve your

/What are you doing tonight?
Tune into Telfed's on-line magazine.

Parking is always free, loitering encouraged and
intere-sting reading can be found on every corner.
The web site has added a number of new fea

tures; 'Network section to find information,

promote services and swap ideas; 'Frequently
Asked Questions database on aliyah and immi

gration issues; 'Live news on Israel on the home
page; 'Online classified ads

www.telfed.org.il
Let us keep you up-to-date with Telfed's
electronic newsletter. Plea.se email us your
email address.

info@teIfed.org.il

WHATTO DO IN A CHEMICAL
OR BIOLOGICAL AHACK?

The Raanana Municipality
web-site explains in English
'what to do.'
w w w. r a a n a n a . m u n i . i l

Changed your address or
phone number?

game? The Israel Tennis Centre in association

Please let us know!

with Telfed is offering unique programmes for

Telfed tries to keep up-to-date reeords of

beginner, intermediate and advanced players.
To find out more:

Turn to page 30 or visit Telfed's website at
www.telfed.org.il

Southern Africans In Israel.

We need your help to do so.
Phone Sharon or Renee {09)744-6110.

RD

m APPEAL TO CAT

/ Brakpan Reunion
A reunion for ex-Brakpanites is being
planned. For further details,
please contact:
Tsemach Bloomberg (053) 859455
T z e m a c h b @ i n t e r n e t - z a h a v. n e t

fo
l youhaveyoungrea
lvtiesn
i SouiAfrciawho
are interested in coming for an extended visit?

WE HAVE THE PROGRAMME!
-TheMarvaArmyExpere
i nceProgramme
■The Professo
i nalInternshp
i Programme
-TheMagenDavd
i Ambua
l nceVou
l nteerProgramme
-Fact Finding Tours and morel
For more information, please contact:
Elana Kaminlta at (02)620-4407, or (053)542-948

e(anal((^jazo.org.il
PHONE ANYTIME TIME OF THE DAY FOR
ISRAELI NEWS IN ENGLISH
JERUSALEM POST offers a
24-hr. radio service.
Phone 053-999-400

Mortgage Notice

If you plan to apply for the Tclfed Additional
Mortgage Loan - do not apply to a bank for
your First Mortgage until you have spoken to
Susan at (09)744-6110.

LOVERS

The Cat Welfare Society Urgently
Needs Volunteers!

The Cat Welfare Society has been in
Israel for 10 years.If you have the time
to spare for a cuddle and a tummy tickle
for the cats in our care, this owuld be

greatly appreciated. If you are a handy
man or have computer knowledge, you
can volunteer your skills. Naturally, one
of the best ways to help is to give
a cat a home. This is the ultimate in

giving and there is much pleasure to be
received In exchange.

Call (09)891-2094
EASTERN CAPE/ PORT ELIZABETH
REUNION

Benni Raphael & friends are compiling a list of
names for reunion of Eastern Cape folk to be
held on 26 may 2003.
Contact: Malcolm Finn (09) 9561839
Mfinn(^netvision.ncf.il
Y E S H I VA

COLLEGE

J U B I L L E E
Graduates & teachers contact

Richard (Shavei-Tzion) at
R s - w c m @ z a h a v. n e t . i l

WANTED; Compane
i s and Organsi ato
i ns to hrie vou
l nteer n
i terns
The Professional Internship Program run hy the Aliyah Movement of the Jewish Agency is looking for
placements for interns. Our Interns are young Jewish students and professionals, ages 19-30, who
are interested in gaining work experience in Israel.
If you are ititefesfed in employing a volunteer intern, please contact: Vered Layish (02)6204348, V8rodl@]azo.or8.ll

ELFED

TIDING

Reports Staff Correspondent Naomi Helm

EMERGENCY APPEAL
Launched in Kfar Saba during "The Show
Must Go On", our emergency appeal is on

its way. We thank the many people who sent
in their generous
contributions.
Our

commu

nity is no differ

Donors to the

TELFED EMERGENCY

ent to the rest of

APPEAL

Israel, affected by

as of 13.1.03

every nuance of
the wider society,
and many mem
bers of our South

African family are
finding it diffi
cult to make ends

meet. It may come
as a surprise to
know that we too,

have hungry chil
dren and med

Hilary Edclstein & Dave Wulffliart
Basil & Esther Joffc
Marlene Gal

Fabian Family
Prof and Mrs Shippel
Moshe & Barbara Abramowitz

Edward Llpworth
Hazie Flint
Bob

Maharam

Babette Kaplan
A l e x & E t h n e To l k i n
Louis & Zena Zinn

ically deprived

George & Mavis Wilk

citizens. We at

Maurice "Dicker

Telfed, as your

Bat Ami Joffc

COMINGS AND GOINGS
David Kaplan's highly successful
term-of-office as Chairman of the Manage
ment and Executive Committees of SAZF

(Israel) came to an end in January. His
contribution to our organization will benefit

us for years to come. Stick around, Dave,
there's plenty still to be done!
David's successor is Solly Sacks, the
well-known and dynamic Director-General

of World Mizrachi. Working with Solly,
in the capacity of vice-Chairpersons on the
Telfed Executive, will be Dave Bloom,

( k o f f & Ta m a r a I s r a e l

Annette Milliner and Anthony Maisels. We wish the incoming executive of
our organization every success in every
endeavour. The names of all the members

tradition, the per

Steven & Valerie Grcenslein

of the new executive will appear in the

petuation of our

Alan & Joan Gadd

representatives,
are the first port of
call. This is our

commitment to

communal caring.
In the coming
months,

Barney & Beutah Sacks
Danny & Janine (ielley

Julia Slonim

G i l b e r t & Va l e r i c H e r b e r t

Paul Roberts Insurance

appeal will

Jack & Priscilla Ziv-EI

broaden its hori

Issy & Dot Isacowitz

zons. We know

Jonathan Cohen

we

can

depend on you.
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LEADERSHIP COURSE

Bryan & Ruth Slater

our

that

next issue of Telfed Magazine.

and many other.'! who wish
to remain anonymous

THE OUTCOME

Our Leadership course produced a great
harvest—new faces on many of Telfed's
committees. We welcome all newcomers

and hope that each will "bring along a
friend."

■pELFEDTIDINCl
January - November 2002

telfed's helping hand
1.000.000 NIS

7~T

\

r

.

:

•

P E R S O N A L M O RT C A C E F I N A N C I A L
L O A N S L O A N S A S S I S TA N C E

NIS 518,493 NIS 126,000 NIS 784,117

QUALITY ENDOWMENTS SCHOLARSHIPS
OF LIFE

NIS 49,661 NIS 258,085 NIS 963,193

The budgeted amount for distribution for 2002 is approximately NIS 4,000,000.

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
In the spirit of true crisis management,
our Employment Committee has undertaken a

I BigDaddy^s
T4ftTftS Off AMICA

plan of action in the face of the very serious
unemployment problems. We kicked-off with

a workshop in the Raanana office on January
19th, We have planned actions over the coming
months, but we cannot do this alone! Would

anyone who has employment of any sort to offer,
contact Naomi or Shula at the Telfed office.

Our job-seekers have shown a commitment to
accepting almost everything that comes their
way, so please think creatively and help us
help each other.

A9«rt Brian ^rb
064-326508 09-7742713

OUT OF AFRICA

Ni©w! Order vio the ret

We've been very busy lately, hosting a variety
of visiting groups from South Africa.

www.b19doddy.co.il

The encounters with young people have

been particularly heart-warming. December 8th
was MIA Day (Bnei Akiva year programme).
Coinciding with this, the Hebrew University

emoil coders^^bigdoddy.coLil
Now 90s pocked - We pest wcrldwKdc
biltong^lobeloli com
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High School in Jerusalem came to us seeking
information about South Africa as preparation
for a mock United Nations Congress in which

to work as a volun

they were to "represent" South Africa. The two
groups engaged in a lively discussion (on the

lawn in front of our building) on Israel-Diaspora

in Gauteng. She
will be working
in the capacity of

relations and secular-religious tensions.

a Hebrew Culture

This January we hosted some 420 pupils
from Jewish Day Schools, Torah Academy and
Yeshiva College who participated in Israel
Encounter, a special programme sponsored by
Birthright and the Jewish Agency. We added

teer with the Netzer
Yo u t h M o v e m e n t

Vo l u n t e e r a n d E d u
cational Assistant

for one year. Taryn
madealiyahin 1987,
at the age of 6 with

her family, and lives fary,! Chonowitz
on Kibbutz Ma'ayan Baruch. Over the years,

Taryn has been active in 'Ha Noar HaOved
Veluilomed' and acted as a youth leader for
several years. In the army she was responsible
for arranging cultural and social activities for
the soldiers in her unit.

continued on page jU

Birthright participants from SA (l-r) Miriam
Thurgood iDbn). Talia Honor (CT), Beka

Cumpst}- (CT}, with Gary Kaplan from Kfar Saha.

spice to programmes thanks to the generous
assistance of Jodie Carreira and her netball

team at the Yonatan School, Hillel Bloomberg

at the Ra'anana Squash Center, Rabbi Beller
of the Shivtei-Yisrael community, local theatre
personalities Grant Crankshaw and Debbie
Gold-Hadar and our own Debbie Cbitiz. We
also met with the new executive of SAUJS.

In all. there appears to be an upsurge in Israel
interest within the community "back home" long may it last!

Boerewors, Biltong, Drywors
Pickled Brisket, Plain Brisket

Pickled Tongue, Hake

ON SHLKHUT

• We Deliver •

Responding to an advert on Telfed's ON
LINE magazine. Taryn Chonowitz has returned

Mickey (04)998-9528

to South Africa, the country of her birth.
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Ayala (058)753-505
Greg (064)643-092

E W A R R I VA L S

Carr. Philip (electronics), Peta nee
Gordon (secretary) and Shayna

CAPE TOWN
Howe-Watson. Mary {actress)

Duek, Tanya
F a l k s o n , Ta m a r

Petersen, Tziporah (house-wife)

Glass,Michael and

Silke, Ann (house-wife)

Daniella, Keiri

Aizen. Edward (retired) and

and Avi Baruch

Sophie n^e Kuklis (house-wife)
Gobrin, Avril (bookkeeper)

Abrahams, Marc (actuary),
Belinda nee Ruckersberg (occ. therapist)
and Ghana

Falk, Natalia (informal education)
Nates, Wayne (doctor)

Rachel, nee Wolpe
Gluch, Benny (retired) and
Sara, nee Weiss (house-wife)
Hadar, Tehilla (hairdresser)
Gosiker, Silvia (sales), Daniela and Tamara
Gruss, Eugene (consultant)
Hirschson, Niel (retired), and
Rona, nee Kiel (house-wife)
Krawitz, Avron (student)
Laniado, Vered

Marc.
Belinda
and Cbana
Abrahams

Lapidus, Vulf (pharmacist) and
Hannah (house-wife)
Manekis, Yaniv (manager)
M i l n e r, A d a m

Plen, Loryn (teacher)
Plen, Nadia (teacher)

DURBAN

Spark, Hilton (sales)

Arkin, David

Tuch, Yitzchak

Neppe, Gilad (bookkeeper), Adele nee
Friedman (.sales). Esther and Liora

Wasserman. Solly (retired)
Zaiden, Bryna

Simon. Emanuel (estate agent)
Taitz, Grant (security guard)
Van Rooyen. Care and
Jodi nde Surgey (admin.)

PRETORIA
Neumann, Clare (marketing)

Smith. Bradley (computers)

lOHANNESBURG
Abrams, Colin (insurance) and

EAST

LONDON

Goldblum, Gerard (optics)

Margaret, nee Levinger (house-wife)
Altshuler, Richard (pharmacist)
and Thelma nee Bloch (teacher)

Bailey, Roy (plumber)
Baruch. Kerri nee Gorton (psychologist),

BENONI
IVavis, Israel (computers) and
Deborah (teacher)

Av i a n d D a n i e l l a
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DIASPORA MUSEUM TOUR

THE R\CHT STUFF
The Jo'burg Jewish Community came

42 new and veteran immigrants enjoyed a

through "big time" in a special campaign to
raise funds for the Yad Sara Organization in
Israel. Raanana's Robyn Kanichowsky initiated
the project and
arranged, through

special South African-flavoured tour of the
Diaspora Museum on December 25th, courtesy
of the Ministry of Immigrant Absorption. A
highlight of the tour was a movie
entitled " My Uncle Chazkl " - a

Te l f e d ' s a n d t h e

must for anyone needing a warm

JAFFs

hug from his or her Lithuanian past.
The group was given an introduc-

Israel

Center in Johan

nesburg, for the
purchase and
transportation of

to'ry tour of the Yellin Center for
Lithuanian Jewry donated by

140 wheelchairs,

The center offers a rich data base

hundreds of pairs

and archival section to anyone

of crutches, infu
sion stands and

hospital beds.

Solly Yellin to Beit Hatefutsoth.

(l-r) Rohyn Kanichowsky, Anthony Maisels,
South African Ambassador Johann Marx.
Rabbi Uri Lopoliansky (founder of Yad Sarah).

wanting to search their Lithuanian
roots.

'ANYONE FOR TENNIS?"
HOW IS YOUR SERVICE, BACKHAND, VOLLEY OR DROP SHOT?
CRAB THIS OPPORTUNITY AND A TENNIS RACQUET AND
ENROLL WITH THE PROFESSIONALS..

The Israel Tennis Center, in association with Telfed. is offering unique programmes
for beginners, Intermediate and advanced players. The course will consist of 20 lessons
with the Center's top coaches at any of the following ITC facilities: Jerusalem. Ramat
Hasharon, Haifa, South Tel Aviv. Ashkelon, Beer Sheva, Jaffa, Arad. Ofakim. Mount

Scopus, Yokneam. Tiberius and Kiryal Shemona.
FOTmer Zimbabwean Men's Open National Champion and ITC Programme Director,
Anthony Harris, explains: "Our programme provides professional coaching, whereby
participants will receive at relative intensity the training the ITC provides Israel's Davis
Cup players Amir Hadad and Andy Ram. Our programmes provide technical, tactical,
psychological, medical and nutritional training. Come and either learn or improve your
tennis at the finest facilities near where you reside." The price of the course for beginners,
intermediate or advanced players: NIS 800 for 20 group lessons.
10% of fees collected from registered TELFED members will be donated to the

TELFED EMERGENCY APPEAJj for needy Southern Africans. Anyone interested in
registering or further information, contact
Nava at the ITC @ 1-700-702-111 or Sharon at Telfed @ 09 - 7446110

For comprehensive information and registration forms, visit Telfed's Web site:
www. telfed.org.il
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Tlie word "Imiiiie" lor us at lleth Protea is synonymous with i!ie name Bobsy Solomon,
who is our "Iminp card'. From the cnihusia.sm for her bridge evenings developed the idea
of fundraising through bridge breakfasts and here appears our Ace of hearts - Ro.se Segal
who became the driving force behind the idea and with her daughters Pearl and Joyce made
the second card morning such a success.
The atmosphere was wonderful, the catering, which was all done by our residents, was
outstanding and great fun was had by all the 160 participants and a wonderful donation

through these efforts was made to Keren Beth Protea.
The feeling that prevails at Beth Protea is one of "home". Esther Cohen^s 99'^ birthday

was a perfect example of a true family style celebration. Her "child' Hilary and the staff
did all the catering. Hereunder are two stanzas of the poem written for Esther that was sung
to the tune of "Girls are made to love"
Esther came to live with us in 1992
She littcd in with all around
Both staff and residents too
She baked and cooked and did it all

This lady that we see

She's quite a dame, we're all in awe
Of her vitality
And .so we're gathered here
To drink to her good health
For that we know at this ripe age

Is truly truly wealth
And so Esther, all that's left to say
Is that we do love you

So mazal tov and simontov
And Kol Hakavod to you

All we seem to be doing at Beth Protea is partying and celebrating. Our latest happy
occasion is with Abe and Edith Lees. Abe has recently celebrated his "third barmitzvah" as
well as enjoying a 40"' wedding anniversary. Mazaltov and Good Health (see phoio. page 18).
At the moment at Beth Protea we are going through the "changing of the guard." Maurice
Ostroff. who has been the chairman of the residents committee for the last two years, will
now be replaced by ???. Watch the grapevine prcs.s!
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OVER STORY

The Battle of El Alamein

WHAT IF?

October 2002 saw the 60"'' anniversary

attached to the Rand Light Infantry. He would

of the Battle of El Alamein pass
undeservedly without much fanfare.
Apart from changing the course of the
War, it stopped Rommel dead in his

later immigrate to Israel and become Director

tracks on what would have been his

battle had to be won to save civilization, for our

inexorable path through Egypt towards
the nascent Jewish State in Palestine.

We may all well ask, "What if?"

of Telfed. Today a resident of Kfar Shmaryahu,

Leib Frank recalls "although there was this
sense amongst the troops that the impending
group of Jewish boys, it was more focused - we
felt it was a war to save the Jews."

D \^the late summer of 1942, the boys in

Despite the crushing defeats of the preceding
months, notably the fall of Tobruk where South

coming. In the bars in Alexandria as well as in

African soldiers had been in the thick of it,
there was now a mood of optimism. Within

the S"" Army's massive tent encampment at EI

days of his arrival on August 13, Lieut. General

Alamein, rumors were rife. It was a question -

Montgomery - already Monty to his troops - had

I uniform sensed the "big push' was

not if, but when? One thing was certain - the
battle that was about to explode on the parched,
flat and barren North African desert would

dwarf all that preceded it. Among the South
African troops was a young 5th Brigade signaller
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instilled a fresh mood of confidence. The men

of the 8'^ Army, having been beset by lack-luster
leadership, now had at the helm a commander
that did not include the word "defeat" in his

vocabulary. "Correction," points out Leib, "only

^OVER STORY.
insofar as it applied to his
own troops." In a display
of bold leadership Monty

there at once
- you'll never

publicly dispensed with his
predecessor Auchinieck's
contingency plans for a
withdrawal to a secondary
line of defense along the

The troops

Nile Delta, should Rommel

break through at El Alamein. He announced he was

need

them."

grasped one
salient truth -

there would be
>w

further

retreat.

Shortly before battle. Monty issued a

when he came upon a pla- 'Ai ease soldier.Leih

personal message to his officers and men:
"The battle which is now about to begin
will be one of the decisive battles in history.

loon digging trenches way front of his tent,

It will be the turning-point of the war. The

going to burn them and

to the rear, he bellowed

in his high pitched voice, "Stop digging

Mouie Magic
M-NET

Super Sport 12 3 4 5
SABC -Africa

Big Brother
And all the other channels you

eyes of the whole world will

be on us, watching anxiously
which way the battle will swing.
Wc can give them their answer
at once. It will swing our way."

The

The men were left with no illu

grasped

sion as to what was in store.

Although from August to
October some 41000 British
reinforcements had streamed

into El Alamein, Leib and his
fellow South Africans had been

troops
o n e

; salient

I trutt)-

S there

^ould be
no further
retreat.

sweating it out since June pre

have been missing are now
available again.

paring for the big onslaught.
"U was a daily grind of digging
trenches and training exercises. The one

Monthly fee: $20

consolation," stresses Leib, "was that we were

for three or more users

positioned on the coastline. After a hard day

Satellite TV
Contact
Menachem at

(058)693-111, or

we would relax and bathe in the sea." But were

they ready? "Battle hardy we were not. The
only action we had experienced until then
was night patrols in jeeps. We would come
upon enemy positions and get off some shots.
There would be a token exchange of fire, but

Eddie at

in relation to what was to follow, it didn't feel

(050)507-547

l i k e r e a l w a r. "

25 years of experience

The 'real war' as Leib describes it. began
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^OVER STORY.
black limousine, surprising the troops who all

On ihe Durban docks

-r)Wcnly Hochstater, Leih Frank, MelvilU' ^ braised up to attention, thinking the top brass
^vin

Dnvi/f

WnrL'x

Cnnfnn

^

had arrived. 1 would often think back to that

sumptuous Last Supper when faced later
with typical army slop of bully beef and dog
biscuits."

B R A I S E P F O R B AT T L E

Monty picked the night of October 23 for
the attack, assured that there would be a full

moon. In fact, the wide, golden glowing moon,

on the night of the 23"*. Monty had retired early

hanging low over the silhouetted desolate

to bed. It is said that hanging on the wall of
his trailer was a portrait of the Desert Fox,

terrain, was so bright that noncombatants to the

Rommel, beside which he had scribbled a quote
from Shakespeare's Henry V:
"0 God of Battles! Steel my

rear, trying to sleep, tugged blankets over their
heads to block out the light. This augured well,
for it would provide sufficient natural light for
the sappers to clear paths through the enormous

a n efor0

minefields that Rommel had laid in front of

D El
Alarnein,
we had no

victory.

soldiers' hearts."

For soldiers in the field,

his position. The sappers had 8 hours before

whether armed with pikes or

dawn, to clear the area before the infantry and

longbow on the green (ields of

armour advance. Leib and the soldiers of the

15"" century Agincourt or clad
in khaki on the desert plateau
at El Alamein, pre-baltle jitters
are always inevitable. One can

Rand Light Infantry were waiting. They were

only imagine what occupied the
thoughts of the young lads as
they mentally prepared during

was, not all was going according to plan. "Our
surveillance was not as good as it should have

the final countdown. Many
would write letters home or make entries in
their diaries. For Leib and his Jewish comrades
- David Wacks. Sam Caplan. Melville Levin

distress, that we had been dropped from our

After El

Alamein,
we had no

defeat."
Winston
Churchill

and Waliy Hochstater - "the time had finally
arrived. We had been through so much together

since embarking on the II d'France at Durban
and were raring to give Jerry a thrashing. It
seemed a lifetime ago that Wally and 1, having
been lavishly entertained at the Moshal mansion
the night before we left Durban, were taken
aside by Sol Moshal for a lecture on 'staying

away from brothels.' The next morning we were
chauffeured to the quayside in the Moshals'
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part of the infantry expected to push through.
The attack started with a thunderous artillery

barrage. As skilled a stage manager as Monty

been," laments Leib. "We soon found to our

transport short of the designated spot and what's
more, at the bottom of a ravine. To get out

and back to ground level, we had to scale a
perpendicular rock face. Some of the boys
made it up by themselves, and then very quietly
helped pull us up with our rifles. But Jerry was
not caught napping. The moment they picked up
on our movement, they opened up with massive

rapid machinegun fire." Leib was one of the
many early casualties. "I was hit in both legs.
Left lying in pain on the battlefield, I watched
the troops advance. Fallen comrades lay on
both sides of me, although at some distance.

^OVER STORY.
I did not know whether they were alive or
dead," Stray bullets were spitting in the sand
all around.

HANGING ON
There were no natural obstacles on the bat

tlefield to provide any form of cover. Virtually
incapacitated, Leib focused his sapping energy
on removing his helmet and positioning it
in front of his head to afford some limited

protection. "I lay there in that position for
four hours until the stretcher bearers arrived at

midday. Bleeding profusely, I could do nothing
to stop the flow. Over the hours that I lay there,
sand invaded my wounds and to up the stakes,

the sun was sizzling hot. Running out of water, I
thought I had little ohance of survival. Inevitably
I began to reflect how my life was drawing to a

finally arrived. "Their training left much to be
desired, as they offered me cognac instead of
water. That was the worst thing they could have
done, as it accelerates the heartbeat leading to
increa.sed loss of blood."

Leib's legs were in bad shape. As a result
of the hours of lying on the sandy battlefield
without medical attention, gangrene had set in.
It is doubtful that Leib's stretcher-bearers or the

medical orderly, who quickly applied bandages
to the wounds to stop the bleeding, expected
him to survive. He was taken to a field hospital
where he received medical attention that saved
his life. From there, Leib was taken to an

underground hospital, where he

was operated on and thereafter
moved to the South African

Hospital in Alexandria. It was

" I began
to

close before I even had an opportunity to make
a success of it." Managing to hang on, Leib was

there that Leib would learn
that the battle, in which he had

my life was

barely conscious when the stretcher-bearers

heroically participated in the Jirst

drawing to a

Leih digging trenches in the
blazing sun.

'eftecf f)ow

act. had moved to the final act

lose before

- Rammers combined German

I even had

and Italian forces had been
handed a crushing defeat. After
12 days, Rommel had lost some

pportunify
to make a

90 per cent of the 500 tanks

access of

a n

with which he had begun the
battle. Facing annihilation, the

it."

Desert Fox had no alternative but to order a

complete withdrawal on November 4.
While the final curtain call for the demise

of Nazi Germany would only come some years
later, Leib, who was to see no further action,
and to this day endures the wounds of war. can

look back with immense pride. Not only did
the outcome at El Alamein signal that the tide
of the War was turning, but for Leib and his
Jewish comrades, who saw it also as "The War

for the Jews," the future of the emerging Jewish
State of Israel was secured. •
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^RTSCENt

by David Kaplan

PICTURE ^
PERFECT
THE PAST IN FOC
Agricultural Fair, Bulawayo. (l-r) Mrs Lardner-Burke,
wife of the Minister of Law and Order: Mr. Ian Smith,
There are probably many former Rhodesians Prime Minister of S. Rhodesia; Mrs. Smith; Sir Julian
Crossley, a director of Barclays Bank, talking to Sir
in Israel today, who, when looking through
Frede rich Crawford; late 1960s.
old family albums, will pause nostalgically at
portraits captured in the indelible style of Leo
and Dorothy Silver. A wedding photo, a shot of
the kids, a board meeting of the family company
or charitable organisation - pictorial chapters

of one's personal past, captured with style and
classical elegance by practitioners of an art
form many dabble in, but few master.
"People would travel from Salisbury to
Bulawayo to have their photos taken at Silvers

Studio," recalls daughter Vivienne Silver-Brody.

herself a photographer and photo-historian.
No wonder! Dorothy, who
passed away a little over a
year ago in Israel, hailed
from a family of photogra
phers in Kielce in Poland,
where she spent much of
her youth in her family's

I ^4)

Studio Rembrandt. She
met her future husband.
Leo in her brother's

Judy Malpage

studio, and when they married. Leo opened
a studio called Foto d'Ora. His father had a
studio in Palestine called Photo Roshem and

when Leo and Dorothy finally found their way
to Bulawayo, they opened Silvers Studio.
"They worked as a team," relates Vivienne.
"Dad in the main was the one behind the

camera, while Mom orchestrated the posing.

With an eye for detail, she would arrange grand
group photos, much in fashion in those days.
She would take care to check whether the cuffs
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were showing, men's ties or bow ties were

correctly positioned or that a woman's legs
were exposed to her best advantage."

The passion for photography continues to
flow through the veins of the Silver family.
Audrey, the younger daughter, although pursu

ing a different professional path, remained
in the visual field. After completing her
training as a radiographer at Mpilo Hospital
in Buiawayo, she then went on to study Fine

Yisluiv, estab
Sir Humphrey ami Lady Gibbs at a
Buiawayo Trade Fair.

lishing kibbut
zim, guarding
settlements.

developing agriculture, road construction and
the growth of new cities.
Leo and Dorothy too, have left a pictorial
legacy, capturing slices of history of a Southern

African country, which has shed not only its
name, but also an ambience of a bygone era.

Their body of work includes photos of Royal
visits to Africa such as that of the Queen in
1953. trade fairs, scenes of Rhodesia's pastoral
'A^rahamson u'l
Rabbi Cohen

Arts at the Bezalel School of Art. She combined
the two fields when she entered the world of

medical imaging at Elscintec. "Channelling my
Zionism," as Audrey puts it, she has brought
Israeli technology in the field of early detection
of breast cancer to many parts of
the world. Her two children are
also in the arts; one is an industrial

designer, and the other works as

past, many of the High Commissioners and
well-known personalities such as Field Marshal
Montgomery, Ezer Weizman. who was stationed
in Rhodesia for a time during World War

II, Roy Wilensky, the Prime Minister of the

Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Lady
Baden-Powell, former Cabinet Minister the
Honourable Abe Abrahamson and former Prime
Minister Ian Smith.

From the mundane to the mighty, Silvers
Studio recorded Rhodesia's daily life and
history."

a film editor.

Vivienne, who has her own

gallery in the artists' village of
Ein Hod on the Carmel, published
in 1998, a book, Documentors

of the Dream, which charts the
origins and development of early

Israeli photography seen through the eyes of
pioneer Jewish photographers. The project
captures the history of the Jewish State in
the making; black and white shots of the old
37
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soil of Cecil ami Rluxla ^lofiiicl;
of Kibbutz Shluchot, iiKurier/ Slw//ia'ei.
i/rt!ig/i(t'r of Sarah aud the kite S/iiiiiil'/

of jcrusalvui. ^

" of l^ridii ami Sliiiroii k'nliiii iiiomed
Uric, son of ll/iri ttii JV-iiiiiK/er.^

R U S S E L L ' S
Air-Conditioning

For Heating and Cooling
CENTRAL and SPLIT air-conditioners

for your home and office.
18 Amal Street
Ra'anana Industrial Zone

Te l : 0 9 - 7 4 2 9 1 7 5 , 0 9 - 7 4 2 1 2 3 7 F a x 0 9 - 7 4 1 9 6 5 8
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Upliolsterer
Llri will cliangc llie old lo new
F R I E N D LY
Restores

& PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE
FOR

ALL

YOUR

T R AV E L N E E D S
MARCELLE KORNEL
09-746-4010
• Fully computerized
• E-mail accessible

• 2 2 Ye a r s e x p e r i e n c e
BEST PRICES
• South Africa
• North America
•

TO:

Australia

• World wide cruises

• Packages & Hotels

03-6482792, 050-205680
w w w'.eol cl .CO. i I It ri

H.L. PAINTING LTD.
Complete interiors and exteriors
including special finishes

Ragging, Sponging, Washing etc.
Floor polishing.

Carpet & upholstery cleaning.
General household repairs.

C O N TA C T M A R C E L L E K O R N E L
OPHIR TOURS
6 Brenner St. Raanana Tel: 09-746-4010

e-mail: marcelle_k@ophirtour5,co-il

RELIABLE • EFFICIENT • CLEAN
H Y LT O N S H E R
03-7320194/052-529437
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TEAMS UP
by David Kaplan

WITH CARMIT

old favourites such as Dairy
Milk, Whole Nut, Fruit & Nut
and the renowned Cadbury
chocolate drink and cocoa for
baking."

Over the last decade, the Israeli market
has become an internecine battleground

Whoandtravfails
elstotoreturn
SA

particularly in the food industry. Local
shwarma eateries have had to fend off

with a stash of chocolate?
Unthinkable! A sizeable

both local and competing international
behemoths such as Burger King, McDon
ald's and Burger Ranch. Are we going
to see a similar outbreak of hostilities
between the sweet guys?

chunk of the shlepped loot
is invariably - Cadbury.
However, the New Year

has brought in some palat
able truths, one of which is
that Cadbury recently made

"Not expected at all. This is a totally

Aliyah, and a delectable
range of familiar favourites

different market. The chocolate and con

is now obtainable at all

lacked balance. What do 1 mean? Usually
in a balanced market, there are 3 - 4 major

fectionery sector in Israel has historically

the major supermarkets as
well as kiosks and mini
markets.

Telfed Magazine spoke

players each holding between 20-30% of
Caught in the act! Chocoholics
Michelle and Elise Wolff.

market share. Here we have the largest
local manufacturer holding 70%. This has

Managing Director of Carmit, the agent for

clearly led to stagnation. Not confronted by
competition, the main player sits content, and

Cadbury in Israel.

the market fails to grow. Cadbury's entry will

South Africans in Israel should all be familiar
with Cadbury, recalling its dominance in the
South African chocolate market. How big are

expand the market."

they elsewhere?

"Not at all. The market has been crying out
for increased competition. We have already seen
that with the hype created by the anticipation
of Cadbury's entry, Elite has come out with

to former South African, Rael Goodman, the

"Cadbury is today the largest Chocolate and
Sugar Confectionery Company in the world.
They jumped from third position to top spot
when they acquired the confectionery division
of Adams Food in a $4.8 billion deal. Although

Excuse the pun but won't the market be choca-block?

new products. This is a healthy development

they now have a massive range of products

benefitting the consumer. There will be a much
wider range of products and at competitive

under their bell, in entering the Israeli market,
we have focussed on a preliminary 18, including

prices. Competition creates a new dynamic
leading to increased investment in marketing

4 0
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Harold Jankelowitz Insurances
Kedar Centre, 19 Haharoshet Street {grd. fir), Industrial Area, Ra'anana 43613

Tel: 09-7440387, 09-7420456 Fax: 09-7440293

The Professional Name in Insurance For The Kind of Service You Expect
Services in all branches of Insurance
CAR, HOUSE, BUSINESS, TRAVEL, LONG TERM HEALTH CARE, LIFE INSURANCE

Please note our new address. The phone numbers remain the same.
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and advertising, which in turn generates an
expansion of the market. However, I want to

again stress that we see Cadbury's entry, less as
making an inroad into the existing market share
of one dominant player, as much as expanding
the overall market. Consumption of chocolate in

BRIEL
Africans at the helm. Having grown up
with Cadbury in South Africa, and knowing
its unique quality, it has always been enticing
for us to introduce it on a grand scale to Israel.
It is true that some Cadbury products have in

the past been found on the shelves of selective

Israel is low compared to the rest of the world.

local retailers, but its presence has been low

If one compares with Europe for example, the
standard annual consumption per person on

profile and not as a brand as such. They had an
agent who was bringing in one or two containers

average in Israel stands at 2 kilos, while in

a year; nothing more. Then, after studying the

the EU the average is 10 kilos per

person. The potential is glaring.
Cadbury has beeh enormously suc
cessful throughout the Middle East,

and as our income per capita in
Israel is relatively high compared
to our neighbours, this phenom
enon reinforces our confidence

in a local market having tremen

dous growth potential."
It must be an exciting develop-

market, Cadbury approached us to be
their local agent. We helped overcome

requirements relating to Kashrut and
the Ministry of Health and the process
took nearly two years until our official
launch in December 2002."

How will the Cadbury range impact
on Carmit's own sales?

"Carmit, in any event, had been planning
a major upgrade, but we see Cadbury as a
complementary range, not in conflict with

Rael Goodman,
mentfor Carmit teaming up
our products. Each will be managed totally

with Cadbury? ofCarmii separately.
Again I remind you, we aim to
of Carmit
"Absolutely. Carmit, formally known as
"TASTE of ISRAEL' has been in the chocolate

expand the market, something the consumer
can look forward to." •

and confectionery business for nearly 30 years.
It's a company started by South African Lenny
Sackstein and followed soon thereafter by

is reminded of the My Fair Lady classic, "Lots of

Lawrence Goodman, and has always had South

chocolate for me to eat...." Who's complaining?

With all this delicious chocolate available, one
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NOOK-

reviewed by David Kaplan

#IE^OLOCAUST

Slioah, and to publish for generations to come,
a Memorial Book. By perpetuating the names,

IN LITHUANIA
1941-1945

we felt we would be bringing the victims back
from anonymity and restoring their identities.
For many, the only tombstone, the only memo

A BOOK OF REMEMBRANCE

rial, will be the individual name in the book.

Many others, where no data emerges, will
remain forever unrecorded."

What will future generations know and under
stand about our culture and history? The

question is hardly esoteric, confined to stu
dents of archaeology, history or genealogy!
In today's twisted age of Holocaust deniers
teaming up with Islamic nationalists in devi
ously distorting Jewish history, it is becoming
as difficult to predict the past as it is
the future! Without intrepid guardians, a
nation's history is up for grabs.
M % . #E are the last generation of eyewit-

VV nesses and what remains unwritten
now, may never be recorded in the future,"
asserts Rose Lerer-Cohen, co-editor and com

PA I N F U L R E S E A R C H

After five years of painstaking research. The
Holocaust in Lithuania I94I-1945 A Book of
Remembrance has come out in a set of four

large books published by Gefen Publishing
Company. The task was daunting. Explains Rose,
"Unlike in France, Belgium, and Holland, where
there existed detailed lists of those deported,
as one moved eastwards across Europe, the
situation became far more complex. Eastern

European Jews murdered in pogroms, in front
of freshly dug pits on the outskirts of their
towns, randomly shot in the Ghettos or those
that had succumbed through either disease or

deprivation were simply not

piler of a massive project the research and compila
tion of the names of Lithua

nian Jews who perished in

recorded."
TKNotocaonn

lUTlfWfiltfi)
m

r

the holocaust. Rose teamed

up with another former
South African, Saul Iss-

roff, a founder member of
the Jewish Genealogists
of Great Britain. "Our pri

•

leoioriuiiMiikHCi

m

t

Fortunately, in some places,
"non-Jewish local residents

took it upon themselves to
record those who had been

herded off into obscurity or
publicly murdered. These lists
are obviously invaluable and
we had to track them down."

mary aim was to locate

Rose stresses that "this is an

the maximum number of

ongoing project, and it is hoped

lists of names and informa

that much additional material

tion relating to Lithuanian

will be forthcoming." She cau

Jewish men, women and

tions however that "because

children murdered in the

of the sheer nature of the mass

4 2
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light opera group of the negev

presents

murders in Lithuania, the identity of many
victims may never be known."
Rose, who is completing a Ph.D. in Holocaust

Studies, reveals that her compelling interest
"grew from the loss of my grandparents, aunts,
uncles, and cousins in the Shoah in Lithuania.
One of the most numbing experiences I encoun

B E ] E K S H E VA
Hechal Hatarbut

ter as a Holocaust researcher is when I come

across Pages of Testimony at Yad Vashem in
parents as inconsequential appendages: 'son
- name unknown; daughter - name unknown.'

Nesher Hechal Hatarbut

Givatayim Theater
Jerusalem Theater

LOGON: (08) 653-2126/641-4081

abyss of obscurity. Rose Lerer-Cohen and Saul
Issroff have gone to great lengths to unearth the
identities of those that lie beneath Lithuania's
bloodstained earth. Their extensive work serves
as a memorial to the men, women and children
whose identities have been salvaged so that

they may take their rightful place
in Jewish memory.

While Lithua

nia today has

To order "The Holocaust in

a small Jewish

Lithuania 1941-1945":

community, most
of

this

Gefen Publishing Co.

once

Jerusalem &New York,

vibrant Judaic

Tel: 972-2-538-0247

culture lies

Fax: 972-2-538-84;

buried beneath

info@gefenpublishing.com

its soil, viciously
snuffed out by
the Nazis and
their Lithuanian

accomplices.

5 March

Ti c k e t s & I n f o r m a t i o n

"For Jews, a deceased person whose name
is forgotten is anathema. One can find biblical

that the recording of the names of murdered
Lithuanian Jews has been the fulfilment of a
sacred duty.

2 March

j e r i s a u m

yet no one will ever know their names. This 1
find hard to accept.

be blotted out from Israel.'" Rose strongly feels

27 February

T E L AV I V

children who had lived and were murdered and

marriage were established, 'that his name not

23 February

HAIFA

Here were starkly recorded as nameless statistics,

where we read that the laws of the Levirate

17 February

Hechal Hatarbut
N E TA N YA
Hechal Hatarbut

which children under 18 are included with their

testimony in this regard in Deuteronomy 25:6.

11 Feb; 9,10 March

KFAR&ABA

w w w, i s r a e l b o o k s . c o m

At the book launch in Jerusalem, (l-r): Isaac
Bloch, Mendel Kaplan, Rose Lerer-Cohen.

This unspeakable crime was tragically com
pounded by a murdered mass falling into the

Rose Lerer-Cohen also works as
a professional consultant, assist

ing people track their family

roots in Lithuania, She may be reached at:
ric@shani.net
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ITS AN OUTRAGE!
Young boys

By David Kaplan

dressed as
suicide bombers

The first day of the New Year did

wiilt cardboard

not portend well for 2003. In a year

cut-out

that many would like to see rapidly

dynamite sticks
strapped to their

receding in one's rear view mirror, it
was distressing to read on January 1 st

chests, lead a
march through

in The Jerusalem Post, -"Jewish

the streets of

Graves Smashed In South Africa".

Cape Town.

The article reported that about 40

graves were toppled and smashed at
the two Jewish cemeteries in the Cape Town
suburb of Pinelands. Throughout the day. Telfed
offices were inundated with calls, asking for
details. Probably, they were people like myself,
with loved ones buried there.

One is compelled to ask - what insanity, what
hideous madness has infected the minds of some

of the world."

This is all happening at a time when many
people are still missing BBC World, which
disappeared from the SABC without explanation.
Dene Smuts, the Democratic Alliance spokes
woman on communications, calls upon the

SABC to "tell us why, when we are approach
ing war against Iraq and a war against terror

of the citizens of South Africa's mother city?

ism is being waged, it is switching from a

Maybe one .should not be too surprised!

Western network service to one based in an

Only the day before. SA newspapers were
covering the story that SABC may drop CNN
for the increasingly controversial Arab network

Arab world."

Al-Jazeera. "The ANC has welcomed the

their leadership. Imam Achmad Cassiem on
Radio 786 expressed that with regard to the

SABC's plan," writes Eric Ntabazalili, in
the Cape Times, "to drop CNN for the Qatar

Very disturbing are the messages being

relayed to the local Moslem community by

Israel-Palestine conflict, the "Zionist Regime,

based Persian Gulf network, well-known for

its lackeys and supporters cannot, may not and

broadcasting video-taped messages from Osama

should not be allowed to propose any solutions.

bin Laden." The SABC spokesman Ihron Rensberg explained that, "the key objective is to
provide our audience with a range of perspec

This would specifically exclude the idea of a

tives and news events. It's not ideal for us

to give one view." Far more blunt was ANC
spokesman Smuts Ngonyama who said that,
"the SABC has got a right to make its own
choices when it comes to programmes. We
can only interpret this planned action by the
SABC as diversity of news and exposing South
Africans to events happening in other parts

4 4

two-state solution, that is, a Zionist State and

a Palestinian State existing side by side on the
land of the Palestinian people. Tova Herzl, the
Israeli Ambassador, frequently mentions that
the Zionist State is only the size of the Kruger
National Park; our position is that even if the
Zionist State is the size of a postage stamp, it

has no right to exist." Leaving no room for even
the idea of dialogue and compromise. Imam
Cassiem proclaims that, "Occupied Palestine

EDIA

M
must be decolonized, deracialized and restored

to the Palestinian people as a single sovereign

march through the streets
of Cape Town in support

stale. In plain English, the Zionist State must

of the Palestinians, is a

be dismantled."

classic example. The blackclothed boys, wearing Hizbal

What has been rankling the South African
Jewish community has been the persistent

campaigning against Israel by one co-religionist
and Government Cabinet Minister, Ronnie

Kasrils. He has been publicly calling for "the
isolation and the boycott of Israel. / support
sanctions." Clearly upset that he has enjoyed
little support amongst the community for his
tirade against the Jewish Slate, he has

marshalled his vituperative tongue
against his erstwhile community
that he is often quick to remind
he was once part of. "After all,"
he once remarked to a sit

to establish one's Jewish
credentials! Imam Achmad Ca.<!.siem
Only 300 of an estimated 75000 South African

Jews had signed his "Not in My Name" petition.
His response: "The Jewish community here has
been brainwashed. We know the confined nature

and the narrow point of view and the bigotry of

demonized by public figures in the local media,
that perverted behaviour is becoming increas

ingly acceptable and routine. The recent spec
tacle of two young boys dressed as suicide
bombers with cardboard cut-out dynamite
slicks strapped to their chests and leading a

in Kenya and an attempted missile attack on an

Zionist Regime of Israel!" was frightening:

What more is required

to a climate where Israel is so frequently

on the Israeli owned Paradise Mombasa Hotel

the U.S.A. to perpetuate its hegemony in the ^
region via its client .ilate the rogue terrorist aged 7-13

the girls had better legs."

Affairs and Forestry, has been his contribution

less than 24 hours after the horrendous attack

crime, legitimize the ilegitimate and allow d e m 0 n S t r •

for Habonim because

Of little concern to the Minister of Water

US consulate on the foreshore. The march was

what it is; an attempt to decriminalize a from the young

executive. "1 left Beiar

in this country."

cardboard AK-47s as they led a crowd from
the Muir Street mosque in District Six to the

Israeli passenger airline. [See feature on page 21]
"The two-.slale .wliilion must be rejected for The message

ting member of Telfed's

the establi.shed leadership of the Jewish people

lah headbands, marched with militarystyle precision, followed by others carrying

"Death to America, death to

Israel" Other slogans heard were, "One Ameri
can, one bullet." later amended to, "One Ameri

can tourist, one bullet." As if performing in
some acceptable form of street theatre, the
children staged a mock attack on a bakkie

draped in sheets. After ripping off the sheets,
the crowd, including young girls, savagely

ripped up an Israeli flag before resuming the
march on the consulate. One of the organizers

of the march. Abdullah Ederies, explained that

"using these children is completely justified.
The media never report on Israeli gunships

gunning down innocent Muslim men. women
and children. It's time the world sal up and

took note." At the consulate, an Israeli flag
was set alight to chants of "Death to Israel,
death to Sharon."

A little over a month after that march and only
12 kilometers from the US consulate, some 40
Jewish graves have now been savagely desecrated.
Having attacked the dead, what's ne.vt?
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JN MEMORIAL

The Chairman, Executive
members and staff of the SAZF

(Israel) offer sincere condolences
to the bereaved families of:
Ceciley Levitan, Raanana
Friedel Abt, Israel

Sybil Levin, Israel
Emanuel Kaufman, Israel

Charles Kalz, Cape Town
Nathan Jacobson, Raanana

Len Stein, Netanya
Riva Klewansky, Herzlia
Aida Eschur, Tel Aviv
Alex Gelb, Moshav Dor

Louis Kornowaloff, Johannesburg
Hannah Kelvin, Raanana
Reuven Moskovitz, Ashkelon

Ghana Achron, Givatayim
Sarah Israelstam, Rishon Lezion

Dorothy Melamed, Givatayim
Darryl Sacks, -USA
Fanny Gork, Raanana
Gerald Behr, Herzliya
Isaac Zinman, Raanana

Henry Pollack, South Africa
Shoshana Kfir, Israel

Roy Lazarus, Telstone

LASSIFIEDS
All classified advertisements must be paid for
in advance. Cheques are payable to Telfed
Magazine, 19/1 Schwartz St., Ra'anana 43212.
The basic charge is NlS120for up to 30 words.

A

Accommodation, cont.
Ra'anana studio apartment, fully furnished

For an additional .mm of NIS 25 your ad can

and air-conditioned, for short-term rental. Ideal

also appear on our website. One free ad will

for tourists. Tel. (09)771-2341, (054)906805.

be granted to new olim from Southern Africa
within the first year after arrival.

Antique Clock Repairs
Antique Clock Repairs: I repair and make
new parts to your old or antique clock. I am a

AcCOtAtAODATION

specialist in this field! Countrywide Service.
I also buy and sell classic and unique clocks.

Susan (09)772-9222, (052)430040.

Kosher B&B Guest House in Johannesburg:
For more information and reservations, call
now: tel. 27-11-485-5006, fax 27-11-485-5518,

You're never too young... Bridge, admit it,

o r o u r w e b s i t e w w w. k o s h e r b a n d b . c o . z a . W e

you've always wanted to learn. Beginners,

are here to serve you!

intermediate and advanced classes. For fur

Best Quality and Cheapest short-term

ther information, call Nancy (09)7741270 or

holiday rentals in Netanya, Ra'anana, Kfar
Saba, Herzliya, Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, etc.
Tel/fax: (09)835-2116, mobile (052)441608
or e-mail: gaffan@netvision.net.il. website:

Bridge

(054)6099521

Catering

www.holidayapartments.co.il

Fonda's Catering - For that special occasion!
You choose the venue—we'll delight your guests!

Holiday Accommodations, Ra'anana: Fur

Call Nicky (058)488678.

nished 2 and 4-roomed apartments, ideal for
visitors. Available for short or long term.
Tel. (09)774-2303, Fax: (09)771-7202. Not
Shabbat.

Holiday apartments, Ra'anana: modern,

Cleaning Services
Atlas Carpet and Upholstery Cleaners—New
Equipment and method of cleaning carpets
and upholstery, e.g. carpets clean and dry in

central, fully furnished and equipped. Sleeps
6/8, 2 bathrooms, central air-conditioning.
Short-term rentals available. Contact Ralph or

3M Scotchgard applicator. Owner/worker with
over 10 years experience. Phone Michael

Wendy: (054)291455/6, (09)749-3399. (Not

(052J^752594 or (09)767-2453.

Shabbat).

Electrician

Ra'anana: Rooftop privacy! Beautiful room
for couple/single (non-smokers). En suite

a few hours—winter and summer! Licenced

Shimon's Services - All electrical work, also ceiling

shower/toilet. Kitchenette equipped for
light meals. Leads onto gorgeous roof-

fans, in Jerusalem. Modi'in, Beit Shemesh

g a r d e n . A / C , T V. S h o r t l e t s o f 1 - 4
weeks only. Tel. (09)771-2781, e-mail:

service, call Shimon Zack- Mobile: (050)234625,
(052)953717. Tel.(08)972-7194, Fax (08)972-7219
(Not Shabbat).

shalevs@netvision.net.il

and Sharon Areas. For friendly and reliable
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Employment
Telfed/UJIA Employment Service - Don't
forget to touch base when looking for

a job! Ra'anana (09)744-6110, Tel Aviv

Health

(03)696-5244

Swedish Massage with aromatic oils, given

Exciting Opportunity for mentally/physically
agile health orientated female, for secretary, p.a.
admin., for health-related products. Must be car

driver, computer lit. Willingness and dedication
essential. Contact Irene Stein (055)305125

by a qualified masseur in the comfort of your
own home. Call Ilan (051)342687.

Hebrew lessons

Event Management

Hebrew lessons by certified Ulpan teacher
with many years of successful experience
(individuals and groups). Call Nili: Tel.

Israel-International Events: Specializing

(09)957-4868, (054)540418; Fax (09)956-7544;

in family and corporate events for the local

email: taleyal 1 @inter.net.il

Anglo Market. -Weddings -Britot -Bar

Real Estate

Mitzvot -Barmitzvah Shabbatons -Product

Launches -Conferences -Consultancy. Contact
Sheldon Ritz at (02)6563293 or 053-465700;

Exclusive Properties Ra'anana - a "household

www.eventmanagementxo.il

Ra'anana properly requirements —buying,
selling or renting. Call Mark—(053)315370 or
Ivan (09)774-2303. Office (09)774-9881/2/3.

Excel Lessons
Private and patient Excel lessons in Englishbenefit from my 10+ years of experience.
Create and track budgets, control data lists,
learn formulae, build graphs, etc. Phone Martin

(058)590860.

Furniture Storage &

name! " We are here to help you with all your

We Want
Any China, household goods, tableware, silver
plate, glassware, bric-a-bracs or small furniture
that you can live without? Or moving house?
We'll make you an offer you can live with. Call
Sol or Lorraine, Gallery Lauren, 83 Sokolov

2nd-hand Store

Street. Ramat Hasharon. Tel. (03)540-9481.

Store-It-All, Ltd. American-operated, full

When times are tough,
it pays to advertise!

service, courteous storage and moving profes
sionals. Clean, "mini-storage" facility units in all
sizes for personal/business needs. We buy/sell
used furniture/appliances. Tel. (03)966-9682,
(08)869-2491. Emergency (058)993024.

Handyman
Yo u r h a n d y m a n f o r a l l y o u r h o m e
maintenance requirements in the Sharon
Area: -Painting -Plumbing -Electrical
-Carpentry -Fencing -General Repairs -Pergolas.
For a free quotation, call Craig (058)675235.
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Tell ouf community about
your product or business.

Telfed Magazine reaches 5,000 homes in
Israel, and many more worldwide.

Contact Lena

(09)744-6110

Cddbwry

Hds rrraae

Afiya

Cddbury, the chocolate we cill love & cherish,
is now ovdildble in Israel.

Cadbwry's chocolates and bars are waiting for you
at the retail stores and kiosks near you:

Dairy milk, Fruit and Nut, Whole Nut, Hazelnut,
Flake, Snowflake, Twirl, Nokout,
Drinking Chocolate and Cocoa!

And the best news is, The price is also sweet...

nr
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SOUTH AFRICA

THE BEST VALUE FOR MONEY

/ T E L AV I V
JOHANNESBURG
JL

11 8

$78

T E L AV I V

JOHANNESBURG
C A P E TO W N

JOHANNESBURG
JOHANNESBURG
DURBAN

JOHANNESBURG

Above fares include airport and insurance taxes and are valid on selected flights in February and March

j For further details please contact ypur travel agent or our office5
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